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ABSTRACT 

INVESTIGATIONS IN THE STUDY OF INNOVATION AND FIRM DYNAMICS: 

COMPUTATIONAL SIMULATIONS, DECLINING ENTREPRENEURSHIP, AND 

NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING 

Nathan Goldschlag, Ph.D. 

George Mason University, 2015 

Dissertation Director: Dr. Alex Tabarrok 

 

This dissertation describes several research projects aimed at better understanding 

innovation, technological change, and economic dynamism. Though seemingly disparate, 

the topics of each chapter weaves into a greater narrative about the economics of 

innovation. The first chapter describes an alternative methodology in understanding the 

impacts of intellectual property rights on the innovation process. A computational 

simulation model is developed that structurally incorporates a variety of important 

empirical aspects of patents and technology as well as the role patents play in both 

incentivizing and stifling innovative activity. Simulation tests are then used to examine 

the conditions under which patents improve or suppress technological improvement. The 

results suggest that patents improve innovative outcomes when the technology space is 

complex and firms have limited monopoly power. Conversely, in the presence of first 

mover advantages and learning curves, and when innovations require relatively little 
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investment, patents can deter innovation by reducing collaboration and forcing firms to 

invent around. The second chapter addresses the mounting evidence suggesting that 

economic dynamism and entrepreneurial activity are declining in the United States. Over 

the past thirty years, the annual number of new business startups and the pace of job 

reallocation have declined significantly. A variety of causes for these trends have been 

suggested, including an increasing ability of firms to respond to idiosyncratic shocks, 

technology induced changes in the costs of hiring and training, and increasing regulation. 

Federal regulations can significantly increase adjustment costs associated the reallocation 

of resources, especially in the case of employment protection legislation. The second 

chapter combines data from the Statistics of U.S. Businesses, which contains measures of 

the decline in economic dynamism, with RegData, a novel dataset leveraging the textual 

content of the Code of Federal Regulations. RegData contains annual industry level 

measures of the stringency of regulation. By combining these data, we are able to 

estimate the extent to which changes in the level of federal regulation can explain 

decreasing entrepreneurial activity and dynamism. The results suggest, somewhat 

surprisingly, that federal regulation is not to blame for the decline in economic 

dynamism. Under a variety of model specifications, federal regulations are unable to 

account for the decline in economic dynamism. Finally, the third chapter analyses 

whether patents diffuse knowledge. Proponents of intellectual property rights have 

argued since the early 19th century that patents have positive diffusion effects. These 

diffusion effects include both an "incentive-to-disclose", in which patents induce 

inventors to share their otherwise secret inventions, as well as a teaching effect, by which 
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patents themselves act as a conduit for the transfer of useful technical knowledge. In 

either case, to secure monopoly rights for their inventions, innovators must make public 

the contents of their innovation, allowing both the distribution of knowledge via licensing 

agreements as well as the chance for other agents to improve upon or invent-around the 

innovation. Despite the age of the argument, very little empirical evidence has been 

provided to either support or refute the claim that patents affect the diffusion of 

knowledge. This research investigates whether patents affect the diffusion of ideas by 

comparing the syntactic similarity of patents and a corpus of academic abstracts. The 

similarity between biotechnology, artificial intelligence, and machine learning patents are 

compared to relevant academic abstracts published before and after the grant date when 

the patent’s contents became public. The results suggest that the patent publication date 

has little to no impact on the textual content of academic discourse. In contrast, the 

similarity algorithm used does find diffusion effects for highly cited papers in the 

machine learning literature. 
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CHAPTER ONE PERCOLATING PATENTS: BALANCING THE EFFECTS OF 

PATENTS ON INNOVATION  

1 Introduction 
A model of the innovation process is proposed as a method of understanding the 

effects of patents in both promoting and stifling innovative search. Traditional static 

economic models of the innovation process and patenting struggle to capture the 

interdependence of different types of technologies and the path dependence of innovative 

search. Many economic analyses of the innovation process altogether avoid the fact that 

agents face a perpetually novel and evolving world. This research addresses this gap by 

developing an agent-based computational model that directly incorporates important 

empirical features of the innovation process such as path dependence, localized search, 

uncertainty, and the interdependence of different technologies.  

The model is capable of replicating several empirical observations including the 

skewed distribution of innovation value as well as the temporal clustering of radical 

innovations. Simulation results are used to investigate how monopoly power, complexity 

of the technology space, patent breadth, and patent duration affect the performance of 

innovative search. Examination of illustrative parameter sweeps show that patents can 

increase innovation when the technology space is complex, and the cost of making 

innovations is high. Conversely, when the technology space is simple, patents have a 

significant negative impact on innovative outcomes. Micro-simulations are used to 
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understand the behavior of the model, allowing us to tease out the impact of patents by 

controlling for multiple parameters simultaneously. These results show that with a simple 

technology space or with high monopoly power there is a 61% chance that outcomes will 

be improved without patents. Finally, regression analysis is used to isolate the impact of 

patents in the model. The results suggest that overall, patents reduce the number of high 

value innovations but increase the total number of innovations made. This reflects the 

fact that when patents are in effect, firms must invent-around, spending more time 

churning through lower valued areas of the technology space. Additionally, given that 

patents are enforced, patent radius has a large negative impact on innovative performance 

while patent duration has a slightly positive impact.  

1.1 Background 
Economists have long recognized the speed and direction of innovative activity as 

a primary determinant of economic growth. The modern literature on technological 

change and growth got its start with endogenous growth models such as Romer (1990) 

and Aghion and Howitt (1992). In many of these types of models, technological growth 

and change occurs via increasing returns to knowledge accumulation and spillovers. 

Klette and Kortum (2004) develop a general equilibrium model incorporating 

heterogeneous firms and industry behavior with entry and exit that can account for firm 

level evidence such as the persistence of firms' R&D investment and the concentration of 

R&D among incumbents. The classic game theoretic approaches to the study of 

innovation came in the way of patent races or innovation tournaments (Dasgupta & 

Stiglitz, 1980; Taylor, 1995). Many of these models, either the macro general equilibrium 
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models or the game theoretic models, abstract much of the innovation search process into 

a black box Poisson type arrival rate. In addition, these models fail to account for the 

recursive nature of innovation and the importance of path dependence by defining 

products as an unchanging set continuum of goods, where the only source of novelty is a 

steady state increasing level of quality.  

The use of agent-based simulation models has increased substantially in the past 

few decades, providing new methods of incorporating important empirical features into 

economic models. Holland and Miller (1991) described the promise of these types of 

models thusly: 

Economic analysis has largely avoided questions about the way in which 

economic agents make choices when confronted by a perpetually novel and 

evolving world. As a result, there are outstanding questions of great interest to 

economics in areas ranging from technological innovation to strategic learning in 

games. This is so, despite the importance of the questions, because the standard 

tools and formal models are ill-tuned for answering such questions. However, 

recent advances in computer-based modeling techniques, and the subdiscipline of 

artificial intelligence called machine learning, offer new possibilities. 

Though agent-based models have been used in fields from epidemiology to 

environmental resource management, the economics of innovation provides perhaps the 

most natural setting for applying these techniques(El-Sayed, Scarborough, Seemann, & 

Galea, 2013; Hare & Deadman, 2004). Technological innovation is a complex system, 

often consisting of collective processes of learning engaged in the search of an unknown 

technology space. Agent-based models of innovation and technological change, 

following the foundations laid by Nelson and Winter (1982), are able to directly 
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incorporate important features such as heterogeneity, imperfect information and bounded 

rationality, imperfect adoption, path dependence, extreme uncertainty, long-tail returns, 

the interdependent and recursive nature of technologies, and disequilibrium emergent 

phenomena (Dosi, 1997; Dosi & Nelson, 2010). Frenken (2006) describes three broad 

classes of agent-based and complexity models aimed at understanding the innovation 

process: fitness landscape models, network models, and percolation models. These 

models provide new and promising methods of understanding the interaction of complex 

structures involved in technological change.  

Perhaps the most directly related research is Marengo, Pasquali, Valente, and 

Dosi (2012), in which the authors use an evolutionary framework to model innovation 

and patenting in an NK style technology space. Their results suggest that as the 

complexity of the product space increases, meaning more interdependencies or 

components required for a given product, patents tend to decrease innovation. These 

results are intuitive in the sense that more complex products create issues with boundaries 

of intellectual property rights (IPR) definitions as well as licensing and hold-up problems. 

The current study takes a different approach, focusing more on the ability of firms to 

navigate the technology space. Moreover, the concepts of "simple" versus "complex" are 

not directly portable across these studies. Simple technology space in the following 

percolation model means that the space takes less resources to navigate, and a complex 

space simply means the opposite, where it takes relatively more resources to discover 

each new innovation. Marengo et al.'s results somewhat contradict those found in this 

study, since in the percolation model that follows patents have a more pronounced stifling 
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effect when the technology space is easy to navigate. In the following sections, a 

computational percolation model will be developed to determine the various impacts of 

IPR institutions. 

In recent years, the literature on innovation has hosted a variety of criticisms 

questioning the efficacy of IPR. These debates were prompted in part by the near 

exponential expansion of patents, dubbed the ‘patent explosion’ (Hall 2005). The primary 

supporting argument for IPRs is that the temporary monopoly power they grant is a 

necessary form of compensation to incentivize investment in risky R&D activities. As the 

argument goes, due to the non-rivalrous nature of R&D spending, investment levels 

remain inefficiently low, requiring either direct subsidies or the provision of monopoly 

rights as incentives to invest. However, once granted, that monopoly power necessarily 

involves static distortions and welfare losses. Static efficiency would require the results 

of innovative search be made public to anyone willing to pay the near zero marginal cost 

of dissemination. However, these low prices may be insufficient for firms to recoup the 

initial investment to create the knowledge and therefore may lead to under-investment in 

research and development (R&D). Supporters of IPR institutions also point to beneficial 

diffusion effects and the teaching role of patents (Ordover 1991, Seymore 2010).  

Critics of IPR institutions argue the importance of inefficiencies related to 

strategic patenting and rent-seeking, especially in the case of software patents (Bessen 

and Hunt 2007, Hall and Ziedonis 2001). Patents can create dynamic inefficiencies when 

patent protection is too broad, which generates inefficient rent seeking behavior (e.g. 

“patent trolls”), double marginalization problems, and increasing transaction costs. 
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Bessen and Maskin (2009) show that when innovation is sequential and complementary, 

imitation may become a spur to innovation and patents an impediment. Moreover, by 

forcing firms to invent-around, patent protection can modify the “natural trajectory” of 

innovative search, which, due to the uncertain nature of the innovation process, may 

increase or decrease the pace of follow-on innovations. Other researchers criticize IPR as 

an inefficient one-size-fits-all approach that neglects relevant cost information (Tabarrok 

2002). The structure of monopoly rents varies very little from industry to industry, while 

costs and the structure of technological search vary significantly between industries. The 

methodology and model used in this research allows for the exploration of the 

circumstances under which patents improve innovative outcomes and when they deter 

innovative activity. 

The model structurally incorporates empirically important features of the 

innovation process such as avalanches of innovations, path dependence, and inventing-

around. First, unlocking one key innovation can lead to a flood of subsequent 

innovations. The Wright brothers' innovations in flight control and propeller design 

ushered in a new era of aviation leading from the 120 foot flight in Kitty Hawk to the 

Lindbergh flight from New York to Paris in just 25 years. Second, path dependence has 

long been recognized as an important force in the adoption of new technologies (Nelson 

and Winter 1977, Dosi 1982). In the early 1900s, for example, Great Britain was the 

largest producer of cotton yet was the last to adopt the more efficient manufacturing 

methods using ring spindles, instead holding on to the existing mule spindles (Sandberg 

1969). Finally, inventing-around can also play a significant role in the process of 
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innovation either when certain technological paradigms lead to a dead-end or when firms 

must circumvent patents. For example, the limitations of piston propeller engines as the 

blades approached the speed of sound fueled the development of the jet propulsion 

engine (Anderson 2005). Similarly, though James Watt's 1769 steam engine patent is 

often charged with slowing subsequent advances in engine technology, Watt's patent 

drove Richard Trevithick to invent a new type of engine that did not rely on Watt's 

condenser (Selgin and Turner 2011). In addition to structurally incorporating important 

empirical features of the innovation process, the simulation results are able to replicate 

known stylized facts about the skewed distribution of innovation size and temporal 

clustering of radical innovations. 

The computational percolation model presented in the following sections, 

building upon earlier applications of percolation theory to examine the innovation 

process, uses simple assumptions on the nature of technology and firm actions 

(Silverberg and Verspagen 2007a). Firms purposively navigate through a discrete 

topology that at once captures the interrelatedness of different innovations and the fact 

that discovering new technologies depends on first unlocking enabling technologies. 

Search is local, but firms can move to different sections of the technology space. This 

possibility for movement implies that firms may cluster in certain regions if movement 

decisions align. Firm movement also allows firms to invent-around difficult areas of the 

technology space or the patents of rival firms. Additionally “success breeds success” in 

the model; successful innovations provide firms with resources that can be applied to 

future R&D efforts. There is also a stochastic component in the model capturing the 
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uncertain nature of innovative search. The primary extension to the model is the 

incorporation of monopoly power, variable in degree, and patents.  

Monopoly power is modeled using the concept of a competitive fringe that erodes 

initial monopoly advantages associated with an innovation. The speed with which that 

competitive fringe erodes monopoly profits varies. Patents, on the other hand, allow firms 

to extract additional resources from patented innovations, nullifying the competitive 

fringe, and block other firms from searching sections of the technology space. These 

additional resources prove important when the technology space is sufficiently complex 

(difficult to navigate) because they allow firms to more quickly amass the resources 

necessary to make new discoveries. In contrast, the blocking effects of patents slow the 

innovation process when the technology space is simpler and the additional resources 

provided by patents are less important. The structure of the model allows for the 

investigation of the effects of monopoly power, the structure of the technology space, the 

breadth of patents, and the duration of patents. 

The following section describes in greater detail the stylized facts used to validate 

both the structure and output of the model. The third section describes the model 

structure including the technology space, innovative search, and patents. The fourth 

section presents the simulation results, analyzing structured parameter sweeps as well as 

micro-simulations using randomly generated parameters. Finally, the fifth contains 

concluding remarks and directions for potential future research.  
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1.2 Empirics of Innovation 
This section describes some of the empirical evidence used to validate the 

percolation model as a useful way of investigating the innovation process and how IPRs 

affect innovative search. There is a growing volume of empirical evidence on the skewed 

distribution of firm size (Axtell, 2001), the positive correlation between R&D and 

productivity across firms (Hall B. , 1996), and the skewed distribution of R&D 

expenditures (Cohen, 2010). The model described below is not intended to capture firm 

level relationships, such as the determinants of R&D expenditures, or the relationship 

between R&D and productivity. The empirical observations used in this study, however, 

will focus on the complex and path dependent nature of the innovation process, the size 

distribution of innovations, and the clustering of innovations in time.  

First, there is a long history of describing innovation and technological change as 

a path dependent process. When applied to innovative search, path dependence describes 

how the historical sequence and pattern of discoveries plays a central role in determining 

the speed and direction of growth and further technological change. This concept was 

described by Nelson and Winter (1977) as “natural trajectories” and by Dosi (1982) as 

“technological paradigms”. There is also an extensive literature on the potentially 

inefficient outcomes of such a process, with the extreme case being “technological lock-

ins”. This literature in some ways got its start from the mathematics literature on dynamic 

systems in which outcomes are highly sensitive to initial conditions (Arthur, 1999; 

Arthur, 1990; Liebowitz & Margolis, 1995). Regardless of whether self-interested 

behavior can create sub-optimal outcomes in the form of lock-ins, it seems reasonable 

that, due to the recursive nature of technologies, the historical patterns of technological 
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discovery could meaningfully affect (either efficiently or not) the future trajectory of 

technological change.  

One of the most widely agreed upon stylized facts from the empirical literature is 

that the distribution of size or “value” of innovations is highly skewed. The modern 

debate about the distribution of innovation size began with the findings of Schankerman 

and Pakes (1987), who found a skewed distribution of value as inferred from patent 

renewal data. Trajtenberg (1980) also found a skewed distribution of value using patent 

citation frequency in computed tomography (CT) scanner data. Subsequent research 

attempted to describe both the overall distribution and its fat tail by fitting either 

lognormal or Paretian models to the data (Scherer, 1998). The motivation for that work 

was in part to determine whether the first and second moments of the distribution exist, 

which can have profound implications for policy and growth theory. Identifying the exact 

form of the distribution is made especially difficult because models that fit the overall 

distribution often severely underestimate the tail, whereas models that fit the tail are poor 

overall fit and rely on a very small subset of the data (Silverberg & Verspagen, 2007b).  

A seemingly casual remark in Schumpeter’s Business Cycles (1939) sparked a 

vigorous debate in the 1980’s about the existence of temporal clustering of innovations. 

Schumpeter claimed that innovations tend to “come about in bunches”. Subsequent 

research sought to determine if that statement is true and, if so, to provide a causal 

explanation (Freeman, Clark, & Soete, 1982; Solomou, 1986; Kleinknecht, 1990). The 

long wave theory dominated these debates, which supposed that long-period quasi-

cyclical economic fluctuations are driven in part by the clustering of innovations during 
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lean times and the slowing of innovation and risk taking during economic booms. Many 

of these studies relied on datasets based on the author’s arbitrary determination of what 

constituted a “major” innovation and, crucially, when an innovation occurred. Analyzing 

datasets generated by different authors, Silverberg and Verspagen (2003) found that the 

data does exhibit over-dispersion, meaning the variance of the innovation arrival process 

was high relative to the standard Poisson model. This high variance implies that there are 

periods of relatively higher and lower innovation than would be predicted by the standard 

time homogenous Poisson model.  

The structure of the percolation model described in the following section naturally 

lends itself to addressing each of these empirical observations. In the model, the path a 

firm takes in navigating the technology space necessarily depends on the outcome of 

prior innovative search. The size of innovations in the model can be measured by how 

large "jumps" through the technology space are, which the simulation results show to be 

highly skewed. Finally, the timing of innovations can be extracted from the model by 

examining when innovations occur in the sequence of firm actions, which tend to be 

clustered in time. 

2 The Model 
This section describes the agent-based percolation model

1
 of the innovation 

process. The model extends the percolation framework used in Silverberg and Verspagen 

(2007a) to incorporate IPR institutions and monopoly power. Physicists and 

mathematicians have used percolation models to explore the properties of fluid and 

                                               
1
 Model built in Python 2.7. For pseudo code and access to source code see Appendix A – Percolation 

Model Pseudo Code. 
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particle diffusion and critical phase transitions (Shante & Kirkpatrick, 1971). Many of the 

canonical percolation models use a geometric space characterized by binary cells that are 

either passable or not. In contrast, in the model used in this research, firms have access to 

all cells with some being more difficult to access but not impossible. A percolation lattice 

is used to represent a complex technology space on which firms perform innovative 

search. The model incorporates patents as both an institutional means of promoting 

innovative search as well as a potential burden on agents via increased invent-around 

costs and the suppression of collaboration in searching the technology space. 

2.1 Technology Space 
A two-dimensional lattice is used to represent the technology space in the model. 

This specification could easily be generalized to include additional dimensions. The 

lattice is anchored to a baseline, unbound vertically, and has periodic horizontal boundary 

conditions. The horizontal dimension of the lattice represents different technological 

categories or regions with neighboring columns being more closely related. The vertical 

dimension captures the fitness of a given innovation, with higher cells being more fit.  

A cell on the lattice can be in one of three states: undiscovered (0), discovered but 

not yet viable (1), or discovered and viable (2). Each cell also has a resistance value, ρij 

for row i and column j, which captures the amount of effort remaining in order to 

discover that cell. Once the resistance value of a cell reaches zero (or becomes negative) 

the cell switches from undiscovered to discovered. A cell becomes discovered and viable 

if it connects to the baseline by an unbroken chain of discovered and viable cells. This 

construction allows the model to capture the complex and interdependent nature of 
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innovations. Each new discovery is dependent on a series of previous discoveries that 

may span a number of technological categories. The core of the model involves the ways 

in which firms modify the status of cells, discovering and making viable new 

innovations, which will be clarified in the next section. 

    The resistance value for each cell on the lattice, which captures the difficulty of 

discovering the cell, is drawn from a lognormal distribution with mean µr and standard 

deviation σr. These parameters allow for the technology space to be tuned such that some 

cells become so difficult to discover that firms do better to work around them. It will be 

helpful in describing the model to define the best practice frontier (BPF) as the highest 

cell in each column that is discovered and viable. Therefore the BPF at time t with Nc 

columns: 

 

Equation 1 Best practice frontier 

                                                   
 

Where (i,j) is the row and column of a cell and ai,j captures the state of cell (i,j). If 

there is no viable cells within a column then i(j) = 0. 

2.2 Firms and Innovative Search 
When the simulation is initialized, firms are placed on the baseline row of 

randomly selected columns. For all of the simulations presented in the next section there 

are fewer firms than columns, however this restriction is not critical for the discussion or 

results that follow. Firms perform several actions in the model related to innovative 
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search. Firms move between cells on the technology lattice, select cells on which to 

perform R&D, and collect profits from previous innovations. Prior to performing R&D 

on a cell in the lattice, each firm decides what cell to move to, the choice set for which 

includes the cell it currently occupies. The ability for firms to move prior to performing 

R&D activities implies that there are inter-firm externalities or spillovers, where an active 

firm can take advantage of innovations made by other firms within that step of the model. 

For this and other reasons, the order of firm activation is randomized each step. Firms 

scan the BPF for columns within their search radius and assign each a measure of 

preference according to: 

 

Equation 2 Firm movement preference 

            

 

Where uj is the preference for column j, hj is the height of column j, and hf is the 

height of the firm’s current position. The probability of the firm moving to each column 

then is defined as: 

 

Equation 3 Firm movement probability 

   
  

 
       

 

 

 

Where pj is the probability of moving to column j, and U is the sum of preference 

values across all columns within the firm’s search radius. This weighting scheme makes 
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firms much more likely to move to cells with greater height and retains the possibility 

that the firm does not move or moves downward. 

 

 
Figure 1 Example percolation matrix 

Blank cells are undiscovered, cells with a value of 1 are discovered but not viable, and cells with a value of 2 are 

discovered and viable. In this example a firm has a position of (4,5) and the dotted box shows an R&D search 

radius of 2. 

 

Innovative search in the model is local. Firms have a square search radius of rs 

around their current position. This square search radius, depicted in Figure 1, allows 

firms to discover cells below their current position, which facilitates working around 

more difficult areas of the technology space. Firms randomly select a cell on which to 

perform R&D within their search radius. Once a cell is selected, if the resistance of the 

cell is still positive, the firm applies their R&D budget to reduce the cell’s resistance. The 

R&D budget, described in more detail below, is made up of profits from previous 

innovations. A stochastic element is incorporated into this process to account for the 
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uncertain nature of the innovative search. A cell’s resistance is then reduced by the firm’s 

R&D budget according to: 

 

Equation 4 Cell resistance and firm R&D 

                   

 

Where b is the firm’s R&D budget and ω is a random variable drawn from the 

uniform distribution on [0,1). As stated above, if ρij,(t+1)≤0 the cell becomes discovered. If 

the cell does not connect to the baseline row of the lattice via an unbroken chain of 

discovered and viable cells, meaning that the supporting technologies necessary to 

operationalize that innovation are not yet available, the cell will remain discovered but 

does not become discovered and viable. An example of this type of situation might be 

cases in which a firm discovers new products that, due to the constraints of available 

manufacturing processes, are not yet economically feasible. However, if the discovered 

cell does connect to the base then that cell too becomes discovered and viable. This 

process can lead to “avalanches” of innovations, where a firm discovers (and makes 

viable) multiple cells within a single step of the model. Undiscovered cells neighboring 

the newly discovered or discovered and viable cells would be unaffected by this process. 

An example of this phenomenon in Figure 1 would be if a firm reduced the resistance of 

cell (4,6) to or below zero, which would cause the adjacent discovered cells (status of 1) 

to become discovered and viable (status of 2). Innovation size is captured as the increase 

in row height for each column affected by that chain reaction. The firm’s budget has a 
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variable portion and a relatively small fixed portion. The variable portion comes from 

profits received each step for previous innovations, which are then applied to the R&D 

budget during the next step.  

At the end of each step, firms receive profits from previous innovations. The 

profit stream associated with each innovation in the model follows the same trajectory, 

which decays exponentially over time. For a cell that became discovered and viable at 

time t*, with a base profit level for all innovations of θ, and rate of decay γ, the profits 

accruing to the innovating firm exponentially decay according to: 

 

Equation 5 Firm profit 

              

 

This specification of decaying profits captures the initial monopoly power exerted 

by an innovator, which diminishes over time as the competitive fringe eats away at first 

mover advantages and the firm exhausts learning curves. The parameter γ can be used to 

vary the duration or strength of monopoly power available to innovators and therefore the 

amount of resources it can extract and apply to future R&D efforts. 

2.3 Patents 
Patent institutions can be turned on and off in the model. When activated, during 

the innovative search process, firms can issue a patent for both discovered (1) or 

discovered and viable (2) cells. For each cell a firm discovers, or makes viable, there is a 

positive probability they will create a patent for that cell. Additionally, patents have a 
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parameterized breadth and duration. Patent breadth in the model covers a square around 

the patented cell. A patent breadth of one, for example, covers nine cells and a patent 

breadth of three covers 48 cells. The patent breadth implies that patents may cover 

undiscovered, discovered, and discovered and viable cells.  

Patents in the model affect the firm R&D search process, the accrual of profits, 

and firm movement. First, once a cell is patented, it will be excluded from the set of cells 

other firms will attempt to perform R&D on. This reduces the amount of the technology 

space available to other firms for the duration of the patent. Second, the profits for 

patented cells accrue to the patenting firm once that cell becomes discovered and viable, 

regardless of what firm discovered or made it viable. The “avalanches” described earlier 

imply that a firm may discover or make viable a cell that is patented by another firm. In 

essence, patents extend the monopoly period for the patenting firm, holding off the 

competitive fringe, which would otherwise decay the innovator’s initial monopoly 

profits. Instead, the patenting firm receives the base monopoly profit each step for the 

duration of the patent’s life, after which the profit decays according to the same process 

as non-patented innovations. Finally, when surveying local points on the BPF to which 

the firm may move, the firm considers both the height of the prospective cell relative to 

the firm’s current height as well as the percentage of cells in the local search radius 

blocked by patents. The expression for the preference associated with a particular 

neighboring column becomes: 
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Equation 6 Firm movement preference with patents 

                  

 

Where δj is the ratio of cells within the search neighborhood of column j’s BPF 

that are patented by other firms. This specification allows firms to weigh in their move 

decision both the height of the cell as well as the amount open technology space around 

the cell. By taking note of the amount of blocked cells, firms are better able to “invent 

around” heavily patented areas. 

3 Simulation Results 
This section presents the simulation results for a typical model run and compares 

runs with and without patents. First, to provide a deeper understanding of the model 

mechanics, we will analyze a typical simulation run. The typical simulation results have a 

skewed distribution of innovatin size and temporal clustering of radical innovations. The 

following sections will investigate specific parameter sweeps, showing how outcomes 

change as monopoly power, the technology space, or patent attributes such as radius and 

duration change. Finally, micro-simulation results are used to determine the effect of 

patents in the model, controling for the effects of other model parameters. 

3.1 Typical Model Run 
The parameters for a typical model run, without patents, are shown in Appendix B 

– Simulation Parameters. The distribution of innovation sizes is highly skewed, agreeing 

with the empirical observations described above. Most innovations increased the BPF for 

the given column by only one row. A log-log plot of innovation sizes is shown in the 

right plot of Figure 2. The log-log plot shows a roughly linear decrease in frequency, 
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suggesting a power-law or Poisson process. A simple ordinary least squares regression on 

the log-log plot gives a coefficient of -0.86. 

 

 
Figure 2 Distributions of Innovation size 

Distributions of Innovation size: log innovation size frequency. 

 

A time series plot of the change in BPF height during each step is shown in the 

left plot of Figure 3. This plot captures the sum of all innovation sizes for each step. Most 

steps see little change in BPF height while very few see massive increases. A lag-plot of 

the change in BPF height each step is also shown in the right plot of Figure 3. This lag-

plot shows that the BPF data does not exhibit very much autocorrelation with nearly 

every level of change followed by periods of no or very little innovation. 
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Figure 3 Time series properties of BPF change 

The figure shows the time series of BPF change (left) and the lag-plot of BPF change (right) 

 

To test for temporal clustering in the arrival of radical innovations a time series of 

counts of radical innovations per step is generated and analyzed. Following the analysis 

of Silverberg and Verspagen (2003), Poisson and negative binomial regressions are used 

to determine if the data exhibit over-dispersion, i.e. variance greater than that expected by 

the Poisson model. Several definitions for what is considered a "radical" innovation are 

tested in the analysis. The results are presented in Appendix D – Temporal Clustering. 

The innovation time series generated by the model do exhibit over-dispersion in the 

number of radical innovations. 

3.2 Simulating the Effects of Patents 
This section presents the results of a variety of simulations investigating the 

effects of patents in the model. As described above, patents can play two roles in the 

model. First, patents extend the period for which firms can extract monopoly rents from 

innovations, increasing the amount of resources available for further innovative search. 

Second, patents block other firms from searching sections of the technology space and in 
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some cases can lead to firms “inventing-around” patented innovations. The dynamic 

effects of these two competing features of patents in the model are examined by 

comparing the highest level reached by the end of the simulation under different 

parameterizations. The simulations in this section will explore changes to the complexity 

of the technology space, the extent of monopoly power, and the duration and breadth of 

patents. Micro-simulations with randomly selected parameter values will then be 

analyzed to tease out the impact of patents in the model. 

Test 1. Simple technology space versus complex technology space 

Test 2. Simple (and complex) technology space with increased patent breadth 

Test 3. Degrees of technology space complexity, high monopoly power versus 

low monopoly power 

Micro-simulations using parameters drawn from uniform distributions 

3.2.1 Simulation Test 1 – Simple and Complex Technology Space 
Test 1 compares different values of the monopoly profit decay rate and patent 

duration on both a simple and complex technology space. The monopoly profit decay rate 

captures monopoly power, which determines how quickly the competitive fringe erodes 

the initial monopoly power of innovators. Patent duration is the length of patent 

protection. In the first test, Test 1.a, the mean of the log normal resistance distribution is 

low, meaning the technology space is relatively easy to navigate. The results for both the 

case with and without patents, with three runs per value of monopoly power, are shown 

in Figure 4. The plots show fourth degree fitted polynomials.  
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In all three cases, with and without patents and for low and high patent duration, 

the maximum BPF reached at the end of the simulation increases nonlinearly in 

monopoly power. When patent duration is low, the case with and without patents have 

roughly equivalent performance, but as monopoly power increases (profit decay 

decreases) simulations without patents significantly outperform simulations with patents. 

As patent duration increases, the gap between the patent and no-patent cases increases for 

high levels of monopoly power. When monopoly power is low, however, the case with 

patents outperforms the case without and by a greater margin as patent duration increases. 

The right plot in Figure 4 shows the percentage difference between performance with and 

without patents. The positive values for high patent duration and low monopoly power 

suggests that patents improve innovative outcomes when firms cannot rely on monopoly 

rents to fund their innovative search. As monopoly power increases, however, the final 

level reached by simulations with patents is much lower than those reached by 

simulations without patents. The results for Test 1.a suggest that when the technology 

space is simple and monopoly power is relatively low, the stifling effects of patents 

blocking off paths of innovative search are outweighed by the benefits of additional 

resources those monopoly rents provide. As monopoly power increases, on the other 

hand, firms can effectively navigate the technology space without the additional 

resources granted by patents. 
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Figure 4 Test 1.a max BPF height and percentage difference 

The  figure shows the results for Test 1.a with simple technology space for no patents, low duration patents, and 

high duration patents; maximum BPF height reached (left) and the maximum BPF reached percentage 

difference patent minus no-patent (right). 

 

The results for Test 1.b are shown in Figure 5. Test 1.b uses the same parameters 

as Test 1.a but with a more difficult technology space (higher mean resistance). As the 

technology space becomes more difficult, innovative performance again increases as 

monopoly power increases. The absolute levels of BPF height attained in Test 1.b are 

much lower than those seen Test 1.a, primarily because firms must spend more resources 

to navigate the technology space. These results show that when the technology space is 

complex patents might improve innovative performance but in a relatively noisy manner. 
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Figure 5 Test 1.b max BPF height and percentage difference 

The figure shows the results for Test 1.b with complex technology space for no patents, low duration patents, 

and high duration patents; maximum BPF height reached (left) and the maximum BPF reached percentage 

difference patent minus no-patent (right).  

 

3.2.2 Simulation Test 2 – Patent Breadth 
The second simulation test examines how the model performs with increased 

patent breadth. The simulation parameters for Tests 2.a and 2.b are identical to those of 

Test 1.a and Test 1.b but with a higher patent radius. Increasing patent breadth increases 

both the potential profits for the innovating firm as well as the stifling effects associated 

with blocking innovative search of other firms. The max BPF height attained under the 

simple technology space is shown in Figure 6. Comparing to Test 1.a, lower monopoly 

power no longer implies that patents improve innovative search when patent duration is 

high. When the technology space is simple, patents are always stifling with a higher 

patent breadth. The percentage difference plot in Figure 6 (right) shows that for both high 

and low patent duration and all levels of monopoly power performance is nearly always 

higher without patents. The differences between Test 1.a and Test 2.a is shown in the left 

plot of Figure 8. 
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Figure 6 Test 2.a max BPF height and percentage difference 

The figure shows the results for Test 2.a with simple technology space for no patents, low duration patents, and 

high duration patents and higher patent breadth; maximum BPF height reached (left) and the maximum BPF 

reached percentage difference patent minus no-patent (right).  

 

The max BPF plots for Test 2.b are shown in Figure 7. Again, with a more 

complex technology space, the case without patents loses its dominance. As the duration 

of the patents increases innovative performance increases but only to a point. This 

suggests rising and then falling returns to patent duration. Figure 8 shows the difference 

between the Tests 1 and 2 across patent breadth. In the left plot of Figure 8, for the simple 

technology space, shows that when patent duration is high, lower patent breadth 

significantly outperforms the higher patent breadth. Conversely, in the right plot of 

Figure 8 the difference between low and high patent breadth when the technology space 

is complex is much less clear. The results indicate that higher duration patents outperform 

with lower patent breadth and higher monopoly power. 
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Figure 7 Test 2.b max BPF height and percentage difference 

The figure shows the results for Test 2.b with complex technology space for no patents, low duration patents, 

and high duration patents and higher patent breadth; maximum BPF height reached (left) and the maximum 

BPF reached percentage difference patent minus no-patent (right). 

 

 
Figure 8 Percentage difference Test 1 and Test 2 

Percentage difference for changing patent radius for simple technology space, Test 1.a minus Test 2.a (left). 

Positive values suggest higher maximum BPF under Test 1, with lower patent radius. Percentage difference for 

changing patent radius for complex technology space, Test 1.b minus Test 2.b (right). Positive values suggest 

higher maximum BPF under Test 1, with lower patent radius. 

 

3.2.3 Simulation Test 3 – Technology Space Complexity 
Tests 3.a and 3.b more closely examine how the complexity of the technology 

space affects innovative performance. Where Tests 1 and 2 drew a dichotomy between 
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simple and complex, using only two values of technology space complexity, Test 3 

moves across the spectrum of technology space complexity. Adjusting the mean of the 

log-normal distribution for cell resistance makes the technology space relatively more or 

less difficult to navigate. Test 3.a simulates with strong monopoly power and Test 3.b 

with weak monopoly power. Figure 9 shows the maximum BPF reached at the end of 

each run across different values of the mean resistance for low and high patent durations. 

The results for Test 3.a suggest again that under a simple technology space and high 

monopoly power outcomes are much higher without patents. As the complexity of the 

technology space increases, however, there is a critical level of complexity at which 

simulations with patents outperform simulations without patents.. For the conditions of 

Test 3.a, the stifling effects of patents are more prominent when the technology space is 

simple but begin to subside as the cost of making each innovation increases. 

 

 
Figure 9 Test 3.a max BPF height and percentage difference 

The figure shows the results for Test 3.a across levels of technology complexity for no patents, low duration 

patents, and high duration patents with high monopoly power; maximum BPF height reached (left) and the 

maximum BPF reached percentage difference patent minus no-patent (right).  
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Test 3.b shows the opposite result when monopoly power is weak. Shown in 

Figure 10, when monopoly power is relatively low the simulation with patents produces 

more innovation. Again, the gap in performance between the two cases decreases as the 

technology space becomes more complex. In contrast to Test 3.a, when monopoly power 

is low, increased patent duration improves innovative search across a wide range of 

technological complexities. With weaker monopoly power, the additional resources are 

necessary to propel firms through the technology space, with the benefits of those 

additional resources outweighing any of the negative effects of blocking. 

 

 
Figure 10 Test 3.b max BPF height and percentage difference 

The figure shows the results for Test 3.b across levels of technology complexity for no patents, low duration 

patents, and high duration patents with low monopoly power; maximum BPF height reached (left) and the 

maximum BPF reached percentage difference patent minus no-patent (right).  

 

3.2.4 Micro Simulations 
In addition to the structured simulation tests described in the previous section, 

micro-simulations are using randomly drawn parameters are used to help tease out the 
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overall impact of patents within the model. Each parameter for the ten thousand micro-

simulation simulations is drawn from a uniform distribution. The range of the distribution 

for each parameter used in the micro-simulations is shown in Appendix B – Simulation 

Parameters, and are similar to those described in the three simulation tests in the previous 

sections. Each simulation is run for a predetermined number of steps. The maximum BPF 

reached at the end of each simulation can then be interpreted as a measure of innovative 

performance given the chosen parameters. Regression analysis on the maximum BPF 

height reached across the micro-simulations allows for the complex relationships between 

parameters to be controlled and the overall impact of patents within the model to be 

assessed.  

The left panel of Figure 11 shows a scatter plot of the maximum BPF reached 

against the complexity of the technology space and the right panel shows the maximum 

BPF reached against the level of firms' monopoly power. Innovative performance for the 

majority of spectrum of technological complexity is roughly equivalent with and without 

patents. However, as the technology space becomes less complex, and the mean log 

normal resistance falls, the maximum BPF reached without patents begins to outpace the 

case with patents. Similarly, for most values of monopoly power, runs with and without 

patents show similar performance. As monopoly power increases, however, it appears 

that the case without patents outperforms simulations with patents.  
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Figure 11 Micro-simulation max BPF height vs. mean resistance and monopoly power 

The figure shows the results for micro-simulations with randomized parameters; maximum BPF height reached 

vs. mean resistance (left) and the maximum BPF reached vs. monopoly power (right). Blue markers designate 

runs with patents and red markers designate runs without patents. 

 

Closer examination of the distributions of innovative performance in simulations 

with and without patents reveals the conditions under which patents can deter innovative 

activity. We will focus on the two parameters of interest, complexity of the technology 

space and monopoly power. Figure 12 shows the distribution of log maximum BPF 

height reached in simulations with and without patents and a simple technology space. 

These log-normal distributions suggest more innovative activity occurs in the absence of 

patents. A simple difference in means test shows a statistically significant and positive 

difference between outcomes with and without patents. Conversely, the picture is much 

more ambiguous when the technology space is complex, as shown in Figure 13. Here the 

difference in means is not significant. 
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Figure 12 Micro-simulation outcome distribution under simple technology space 

The figure shows the distribution of log maximum BPF reached at the end of the micro simulations with and 

without patents under simple technology space (left) and a box plot distribution of maximum BPF with and 

without patents in micro simulations under simple technology space (right). Sample where mean of log normal 

resistance distribution less than or equal to 2.5.  

 

 
Figure 13 Micro-simulation outcome distribution under complex technology space 

The figure shows the distribution of log maximum BPF reached at the end of the micro simulations with and 

without patents under complex technology space (left) and a box plot distribution of maximum BPF with and 

without patents in micro simulations under complex technology space (right).  Sample where mean of log normal 

resistance distribution is greater than or equal to 3.5. 

 

Figure 14 shows the distributions of innovation outcomes under high monopoly 

power, when the competitive fringe is less able to reduce an innovating firm's profits. The 
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distributions suggest slightly more innovation without patents, with more outlying high-

performing cases occurring when patents are not included in the model. Again using a 

simple difference in means test the difference in outcomes is statistically significant. 

Figure 15, on the other hand, shows a less clear picture when monopoly power is low, 

with no statistically significant difference in mean outcomes between the two cases.  

 

 
Figure 14 Micro-simulation outcome distribution under strong monopoly power 

The figure shows the distribution of log maximum BPF reached at the end of the micro simulations with and 

without patents under strong monopoly power (left) and a box plot distribution of maximum BPF with and 

without patents in the micro simulations under strong monopoly power (right). Sample where profit decay rate, 

the measure of monopoly power, is less than or equal to 0.03. 
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Figure 15 Micro-simulation outcome distribution under weak monopoly power 

The figure shows the distribution of log maximum BPF reached at the end of the micro simulations with and 

without patents under weak monopoly power (left) and a box plot distribution of maximum BPF with and 

without patents in the micro simulations under weak monopoly power (right). Sample where profit decay rate, 

the measure of monopoly power, is greater than or equal to 0.08. 

 

These micro-simulations could be interpreted as the progression of an industry 

after a given amount of time has passed. It is as if we could play out the innovation 

dynamics under a given set of conditions, rewind time, modify those initial conditions, 

and then replay the progression of innovative activity from the start. From that 

perspective, we are interested in how often it is the case that patents result in less 

innovative activity. We can compute the probability that a randomly selected simulation 

run without patents ends with more innovation than a randomly selected simulation with 

patents. Assuming a log-normal distribution of maximum BPF height attained at the end 

of each simulation, we can write the distribution of outcomes for the case with and 

without patents respectively as              
   and           

  . By independence 

       is normally distributed with                    and       
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 . Therefore 

         

 
        and we can write the probability that the no patent 

outcome is greater than the patent outcome as shown in Equation 7. 

 

Equation 7 Probability No Patents Outcome Greater than Patents Outcome 

                        

 

     
         

 
 

    

 
      

   

 
  

 

Where   is the unit normal distribution function. Then using the mean and 

variances of  the distributions of log maximum BPF we can compute the probability a no 

patent simulation would experience higher levels of innovative activity relative to a 

similar simulation with patents. Note that the parameter cutoffs for each corresponding 

subsample represents an equal portion of the parameter distribution, and therefore there 

are roughly the same number of simulations in the simple technology subset as there is in 

the complex technology subset. Table 1 shows summary statistics of each subsample of 

simulations as well as the analytic probability that the outcomes of a randomly selected 

no patent simulation is greater than the outcomes of a randomly selected patent 

simulation. The simulated probabilities are also listed, generated by 100,000 random 

draws from each subsample. The results suggest that the probability of improved 

outcomes without patents is greater with a simple technology space and higher monopoly 

power. If the technology space is simple, there is a 60 percent chance that more 

innovative activity will occur in the absence of patents. Similarly, there is a 54 percent 
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chance of reaching further into the technology space with high monopoly power and no 

patents. Both in cases with a complex technology space and when monopoly power is 

low, whether patents deter innovation is closer to a coin flip.  

 

Table 1 Probability Outcomes 

Simulation Conditions 
Analytic 

P(Xnp>Xp) 

Simulated 

P(Xnp>Xp) 
              

Simple Technology Space 60.64% 58.46% 3.817 0.6868 3.587 0.5057 

Complex Technology Space 49.20% 42.31% 1.700 0.4000 1.690 0.3913 

High Monopoly Power 54.78% 52.48% 3.201 1.2200 3.015 0.9540 

Low Monopoly Power 50.40% 48.51% 2.417 0.7262 2.407 0.7278 

 

Difference in means tests suffer from the fact that many parameters are 

simultaneously affecting innovative performance. Similarly, dissecting the outcome 

distributions for subsamples of simulations does not account for variation along multiple 

parameters dimensions simultaneously. To tease out the effect patents play in the model, 

ordinary least squares regressions are used to control for the complexity of the 

technology space and the strength of monopoly power. The regression results with robust 

standard errors are shown in Appendix C - Micro-Simulation Regression Results. The 

presence of patents has a significant and negative impact on the maximum BPF height 

reached, decreasing performance by 4.2 percent. On the other hand, patents increase the 

number of innovations made by 6.8 percent. In the presence of patents, firms make more 

innovations but do not reach as high a fitness level.  

The regression results from the micro-simulations also provide insight into the 

effects of patent attributes on overall innovative performance. Given that patents are 
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available to firms, patent radius has a significant and negative effect on all measures of 

interest. Increased patent duration, on the other hand, given that patents are already in 

effect, slightly increases the mean BPF height reached and increases the number of 

innovations. This is an intuitive result since firms can invent around areas inaccessible 

due to their competitor's patents, and therefore once firms move past inaccessible areas 

the patents no longer affect subsequent innovation but continue to provide resources to 

the patent owner. However, as patent radius increases, especially in cases where multiple 

competitors establish patents within the same region of the technology space, firms have 

a much more difficult time navigating past towards more open territory.  

Randomized micro-simulations are a powerful tool in understanding the inner-

workings of simulation models, specifically how parameters interact to produce different 

outcomes. In the case of the percolation model described above, these micro-simulations 

provide the data with which we can tease out the relationship between the difficulty of 

the technology space, monopoly power, and patents.  

4 Conclusions 
This research presents an extension of the percolation model of innovation 

presented by Silverberg and Verspagen (2007a), explicitly incorporating monopoly 

power and IPR institutions. As a model of the innovation process, the percolation model 

has several attractive features including the integration of empirical features of the 

innovation process and its ability to replicate stylized facts. First, the model naturally 

incorporates the complex, uncertain, and path dependent nature of innovative search. 
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Second, it is capable of producing skewed distributions of innovation size as well as 

temporal clustering of “radical” innovations.  

The structure of patents in the model allows for the investigation of the balance 

between the promoting and stifling effects patents have on innovative search. The 

simulation results suggest that the case without patents outperforms the alternative with 

patents when the technology space is sufficiently simple and monopoly power is 

sufficiently strong. However, the results are much more ambiguous when the technology 

space is complex or monopoly power is low. Patents may infact improve performance 

when the cost of making innovations is high, providing firms with the resources 

necessary to move through the technology space.  

    The core structure of IPR, the granting of monopoly power over an area of the 

technology space, varies very little from industry to industry. However, the structure of 

costs and technological innovation can vary significantly between industries, with 

pharmaceutical innovations costing billions of dollars and software and technology 

innovations only a tiny fraction of that. The methodology and model used in this research 

allows for the exploration of circumstances under which patents can either improve or 

burden innovative activities. The model provides a relatively generic platform to study 

other questions about other features of the innovation process and IPR institutions. For 

example, the model naturally lends itself to incorporating the concepts of patent thickets 

(overlapping patents), contestable patents, and strategic patenting. 
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CHAPTER TWO REGULATION AND THE DECLINE IN AMERICAN 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Mounting evidence suggests that economic dynamism and entrepreneurial activity 

are declining in the United States. Over the past thirty years, the annual number of new 

business startups and the pace of job reallocation have declined significantly. A variety of 

causes for these trends have been suggested, including an increasing ability of firms to 

respond to idiosyncratic shocks, technology induced changes in the costs of hiring and 

training, and increasing regulation. This research combines data from the Statistics of 

U.S. Businesses, which contains measures of the decline in economic dynamism, with 

RegData, a novel dataset leveraging the textual content of the Code of Federal 

Regulations. RegData contains annual industry level measures of the stringency of 

regulation. By combining these data, we are able to estimate the extent to which changes 

in the level of federal regulation can explain decreasing entrepreneurial activity and 

dynamism. 

1 Introduction 
The movement of resources from low-productivity firms to high-productivity 

firms is a key driver of economic efficiency and growth (Syverson, 2011; Hsieh & 

Klenow, 2009; Bartelsman, Haltiwanger, & Scarpetta, 2013). Startups contribute 

significantly to this reallocation process. Many startups fail within a few years, so 

startups contribute to both job creation and job destruction. A small subset of startups, 
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however, grow quickly, and contribute disproportionally to net job growth and to 

improvements in industry productivity. Workers also move among firms at tremendous 

rates meaning gross job creation and destruction is much larger than net job creation 

(Davis, Haltiwanger, & Schuh, 1998; Decker, Haltiwanger, Jarmin, & Miranda, 2014). 

Although the US economy exhibits a rapid pace of startups, job creation, and job 

destruction, these forces have been in decline for nearly three decades with a possible 

increase in the rate of decline in the past decade. The dynamism decline is robust, 

appearing in a variety of data including the Job Openings and Labor Turnover data, the 

Bureau of labor Statistics’ Business Employment Dynamics data, and business dynamics 

measures from the Census Bureau’s Business Dynamics Statistics. The decline in 

dynamism is associated with reductions in productivity, real wages and employment 

(Davis & Haltiwanger, 2014). The magnitude and pervasiveness of the decline, coupled 

with the theoretical importance of reallocation for efficiency and growth, underscores the 

importance of understanding and explaining the trend towards a less dynamic U.S. 

economy.  

A variety of explanations for the decline have been suggested, including an 

increasing ability of firms to respond to idiosyncratic shocks, technology induced 

changes in the costs of hiring and training, increasing consolidation, slowing population 

growth, and increased regulation making reallocation slower and more costly (Decker, 

Haltiwanger, Jarmin, & Miranda, 2014; Hathaway & Litan, 2014). This research uses a 

novel source of data on federal regulations to determine the extent to which the 
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stringency of federal regulations affects the severity of the decline in dynamism at the 

industry level.  

Regulation can increase barriers to entry, tax job destruction, and slow the 

reallocation of capital. Hopenhayn and Rogerson's (1993) general equilibrium analysis 

shows that increasing adjustment costs, for example through regulation, not only reduces 

job destruction, but also decreases job creation, startups, and productivity. The empirical 

literature using cross-country studies has shown that employment protection legislation 

and other labor market institutions could explain the differential performance between 

American and European labor markets (Freeman R. , 2005). Other studies have shown 

that product and labor market regulations slow factor adjustment and cause allocative 

inefficiencies (Eslava, Haltiwanger, Kugler, & Kugler, 2010). Similarly, evidence 

suggests that entry deterrence regulations can slow employment growth (Bertrand & 

Kramarz, 2001). Thus, regulation is a plausible candidate for explaining declining 

dynamism although the pervasiveness of the decline across industries does suggest that 

deeper factors may also be at work. 

2. Economic Dynamism 
The rich firm-level dynamics of the US economy, with many firms entering and 

exiting, have been slowing since the 1980s. Figure 1 shows the substantial decline in 

startup and exit rates over the past several decades. The startup rate fell from 13.7 percent 

in 1980 to 11.7 percent just before the Great Recession, with the exit rate falling from 

12.1 percent in 1980 to 10.3 percent in 2007. Though startups are important for net job 

creation, it is not the case that all small or all young firms contribute to job creation. 
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There is a significant population of stagnant firms that are small and experience no 

employment growth. Moreover, most startups fail—50 percent of jobs generated by an 

entering cohort of firms are lost after five years. However, conditional on survival some 

firms experience large employment growth, contributing disproportionately to net job 

creation. 

 

 
Figure 16 US Annual Startup and Exit Rates 

 

Figure 2 shows the annual job creation and destruction rates for 1980 through 

2010. The job creation rate fell from an average of 18.9 percent in the late 1980s to 15.8 

percent prior to the Great Recession. Likewise, the job destruction rate fell from 16.1 

percent in the late 1980s to just 13.4 percent in the same pre-Great Recession period. 

These declines are robust to different specifications of dynamism and at both the firm and 

establishment level in a variety of data sources. In addition to less job creation and 
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destruction, Davis, Faberman, Haltiwanger, Jarmin, and Miranda (2008) use Bureau of 

Labor Statistics data to show that the pace of labor flows through the unemployment pool 

have declined since the 1980s. Similarly, Davis, Faberman, and Haltiwanger (2012) show 

a decline in the pace of excess worker reallocation in the Job Openings and Labor 

Turnover data. 

 

 
Figure 17 US Annual Job Creation and Destruction Rates 

 

The slowing entrepreneurial activity is also affecting firm-level distributions such 

as firm age. The Business Dynamics Statistics (BDS) data shows a declining startup rate 

and stagnant startup size (Haltiwanger, Jarmin, & Miranda, 2013). These trends are 

placing downward pressure on the share of economic activity attributed to young firms, 

leading to an aging firm population. Firms aged five years or less accounted for 47 

percent of all firms in the late 1980s, which fell to 39 percent prior to the Great 
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Recession. In contrast, firms aged 16 or more years have alone increased in share; 

increasing by 50% from ~22% of all firms in 1992 to 34% of all firms by 2011(Hathaway 

& Litan, 2014). Job creation by firms aged five years or less fell from 39 percent in the 

1980s to 33 percent of all new jobs before the Great Recession. Since young firms tend to 

contribute disproportionately to both job creation and destruction, the decreasing 

representation of young firms tends to decrease the overall rates of job creation and 

destruction (Decker, Haltiwanger, Jarmin, & Miranda, 2014). 

Measures of economic dynamism are also intimately related to productivity. The 

literature on productivity has shown persistent differences in productivity across firms 

within industries. The extent of these differences is surprising–manufacturing firms at the 

90th percentile of productivity produce twice as much as firms in the 10th percentile 

(Syverson, 2004). Perhaps less surprising, higher productivity firms are more likely to 

survive(Syverson, 2011). Reallocation in the form of entry, exit, expansions, and 

contractions have significant effects on productivity. Foster, Haltiwanger, and Krizan 

(2006) show that, within the massive restructuring of the retail trade section in the 1990s, 

nearly all of the labor productivity growth was driven by more productive establishments 

displacing less productive establishments.  

Regulation need not reduce dynamism. A tax, for example, might reduce the level 

of economic activity but in equilibrium need not reduce the rate of firm entry or exit or 

impede the reallocation process that shifts resources from low productivity to high 

productivity firms. Specific types of regulation, however, can reduce dynamism with 

resulting large costs in productivity. Hopenhayn and Rogerson (1993), for example, show 
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that a tax on job destruction in the form of employment protection legislation, reduces 

employment and consumption and acts as a drag on productivity. Similarly, several 

studies of specific incidences of deregulation have shown that reducing the regulatory 

burden induces efficiency enhancing reallocation by increasing the probability that low 

productivity firms will exit, increasing job reallocation rates, and increasing capital 

formation(Olley & Pakes, 1996; Eslava, Haltiwanger, Kugler, & Kugler, 2010; Davis & 

Haltiwanger, 2014). 

Improvements to firm-level data infrastructures such as the Longitudinal Business 

Database (LBD) have produced a flurry of empirical research describing the secular 

decline in dynamism. Despite the importance of the decline, few papers have investigated 

its cause. In the following sections, we will investigate the extent to which federal 

regulations are to blame for the trends in entrepreneurship and economic dynamism. 

2.1 Regulation - RegData  
To measure the stringency of federal regulation we draw on RegData, a new and 

innovative source of federal regulation data (Al-Ubaydli & McLaughlin, 2013). Prior 

studies of regulation have relied upon crude measures such as file sizes, page counts, and 

word counts of the Federal Register or Code of Federal Regulations (Mulligan & 

Shleifer, 2005; Coffey, McLaughlin, & Tollison, 2012; Dawson & Seater, 2013). 

RegData provides an annual industry-level measure of regulation that is based directly on 

the text of the Code of Federal Regulations. 

The Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) contains annual snapshots of the stock of 

all federal regulations in effect in a given year. The CFR is divided into sections, 
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including titles, chapters, subchapters, parts, and subparts. To measure regulatory 

stringency, Al-Ubaydli and McLaughlin (2013) comb the CFR and count the number of 

restrictive terms or phrases including “shall,” “must,” “may not,” “prohibited,” and 

“required”. In this way, each section of the CFR can be assigned a count of restrictions. 

Although the titles of the CFR often have suggestive names such as "Energy", 

"Banks and Banking", and "Agriculture", a single regulation in any CFR section can 

affect many industries so there is no simple way to connect the number of regulatory 

restrictions by section to an industry. To solve this problem Al-Ubaydli and McLaughlin 

draw on developments in machine learning and natural language processing techniques. 

Algorithms have been produced that can classify images. Google’s image search, 

for example, is trained on a set of tagged images and it is then able to classify images out-

of-sample based on the training set. Classification algorithms for text—a much simpler 

problem—work in a similar way. After being exposed to a set of already-classified 

training documents the algorithms recognize patterns in “wild” documents and classify 

them into categories according to probabilities. These kinds of techniques have become 

standard in the computer science and machine learning literature (Witten and Frank 

2005).  

Al-Ubaydli and McLaughlin (2013) train their algorithm on long-form 

descriptions of each industry found in the North American Industry Classification System 

(NAICS) and on Federal Register (FR) entries that explicitly identify affected industries 

by NAICS code. Whereas the CFR contains the stock of federal regulations, the FR 

captures the flow of new regulations and rules proposed by federal agencies. The training 
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set is then used to probabilistically match text in the CFR to each industry. Thus, each 

section in the CFR has a regulatory restrictiveness count and each section can be 

weighted by the probability that it is about or affects each industry. The restrictions and 

probability weights are then aggregated to produce an index of regulatory stringency by 

industry and year. An example of the regulatory text from the CFR, along with its 

restrictive term count and NAICS probability associations, can be found in Appendix A.  

Figure 18 shows the steady increase in the total number of restrictive words and 

phrases in the CFR by year. The popular notion that regulation has been increasing over 

the past several decades can be seen clearly in the text of the CFR. 

 

 
Figure 18 Number of Restrictive Words/Phrases in CFR 

 

Table 2 lists the most and least regulated industries according to the index. Air 

Transport is by far the most regulated industry by this measure—this means that the text 
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in the CFR that impacts air transport contains many restrictive words such as “must” and 

“prohibited”, and also that there are many sections of the CFR that impact air transport. 

Hospitals, truck transportation, and utilities are also heavily regulated, as expected. We 

usually think of trucking as having been deregulated circa 1977-1982 but that was 

primarily price deregulation. The index suggests that in most respects trucking remains a 

highly regulated industry. Among the least regulated industries are light manufacturing, 

and miscellaneous retailers. The large variation in regulation by industry provides scope 

to identify the possible influence of regulation on dynamism. 

 

Table 2 Regulatory Stringency by Industry (Average 1999-2011) 

Least Regulated Most Regulated 

Name (NAICS Code) Stringency 
Index 

Name (NAICS Code) Stringency 
Index 

Furniture & Related (337) 14.28 Air Transport (481) 137,259 

Machinery Manuf. (333) 14.28 Hospitals (622) 58,436 

Electrical Equip Manuf. (335) 26.68 Truck Transportation (484) 44,920 

Computer Electronic Manuf. 

(334) 
111.19 Utilities (221) 44,388 

Miscellaneous Retailers (453) 234.17 
Securities, Financial 

Investments (523) 
41,304 

 

Table 3 below shows the top federal agencies by mean regulatory impact between 

1999 and 2011. The Environmental Protection Agency is responsible for a greater portion 

of regulations than any other agency. Other agencies with notable regulatory incidence 

are the Department of Homeland Security, Internal Revenue Service, and the 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration. 
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Table 3 Regulatory Stringency by Agency (Average 1999-2011) 

Agency Name Stringency Index 

Environmental Protection Agency 141,529 

Department of Homeland Security 41,987 

Internal Revenue Service 41,957 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration 30,012 

Federal Communications Commission 24,226 

Federal Aviation Administration 20,543 

Food and Drug Administration 17,964 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission 15,660 

Department of Transportation 13,256 

Department of Agriculture 13,186 

 

While the nominal values of the regulatory index bear little meaning, the relative 

values of the regulatory stringency index capture well the differences in regulation over 

time, across industries, and across agencies. 

2.2 SUSB-Regulation Panel 
Statistics of U.S. Businesses (SUSB) is a public use

2
 annual dataset containing 

detailed information on establishments, employment, and payroll by geographic area, 

industry (NAICS 4-digit), and firm size. SUSB is derived from the Business Register, 

which contains the Census Bureau’s most complete, current, and consistent data for the 

universe of private U.S. business establishments. In addition to tabulations for firms, 

establishments, employment, and payroll, SUSB also provides data on year-to-year 

employment changes by births, deaths, expansions, and contractions. These employment 

change tabulations are available for 1992 and 1997 through 2011. By combining SUSB 

and RegData, we can gain a better understanding of the relationship between federal 

regulation and economic dynamism. 

                                               
2
 https://www.census.gov/econ/susb/ 
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One limitation of the SUSB data with respect to the analysis to follow is that 

establishment birth counts in SUSB show positive bias in Economic Census years as 

some births are incorrectly timed due to census processing activities.
3
 As explained in the 

following section, any bias these year specific effects might have will be controlled via 

year fixed effects. Another drawback of the SUSB data is the lack of firm age. The 

subsequent analysis will be unable to address the declining share of employment for 

young firms as evidence for the secular decline in dynamism and entrepreneurship. A 

possible advantage of the SUSB is that the measures of dynamism are at the 

establishment level rather than at the firm level. Thus, we can take into account the 

effects of regulation on any expansion regardless of the source (see also (Goldschlag & 

Tabarrok, 2015) on different measures of entrepreneurship).  

The industry classification code used in the employment change data varies over 

time, making it necessary to translate between NAICS vintages. The Census Bureau 

provides concordances between subsequent iterations of the NAICS classification system. 

In some cases multiple concordances must be combined to arrive at a consistent 

classification scheme. To translate between different NAICS we use weights, assuming 

equal weighting for each match at the 4-digit NAICS level. The SUSB data described 

above use 4-digit NAICS, so the 6-digit NAICS concordances regulation data are 

aggregated to create 4-digit to 4-digit NAICS mappings. 

                                               
3 Other sources of business dynamics such as Business Dynamic Statistics (BDS) exhibit 

smoother birth and death time series because it is derived from the Longitudinal Business 

Database (LBD), which is subjected to algorithms that re-time incorrect births and deaths 

(Haltiwanger, Jarmin, & Miranda, 2009). Nevertheless, the correlations between SUSB 

measures and BDS measures of dynamism over the same period are very high with 

correlations of .99, .97 and .91 for job creation, destruction and startups respectively. 
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The final SUSB-RegData panel contains observations between 1999 and 2011. 

The variables of interest, which will be used as measures of entrepreneurship and 

dynamism, are startups, job creation, and job destruction. Figure 4 shows average startup 

rate versus the average regulation index by industry. The regulatory index axis is plotted 

on a log scale due to the wide variation in the regulation across industries. The fitted line 

suggests a slightly positive relationship between regulation and startups. Figure 19 shows 

the relationship between job creation rates and our regulatory index. Again, job creation 

appears slightly positively correlated with regulation at the industry level. 

 

 
Figure 19 Startup Rates vs. Regulatory Stringency 

 

Figure 20 shows the relationship between job creation rates and our regulatory 

index. Again, job creation appears slightly positively correlated with regulation at the 

industry level. 
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Figure 20 Job Creation Rates vs. Regulatory Stringency 

 

The apparently positive relationship between startups and job creation and 

regulation may be the result of endogeneity. High dynamism industries may be more 

likely to attract scrutiny and regulation. The analysis in the next section will control for 

year and industry effects to reveal the relationship between regulation and economic 

dynamism within an industry over time. 

3. Methods and Results 
To investigate the potential role of federal regulation in the decline in economic 

dynamism we estimate the effect of our regulatory stringency index by NAICS on several 

key measures of dynamism and entrepreneurship. Year and industry fixed effects are 

included to capture idiosyncratic changes in dynamism by year and industry that are 
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independent of the level of federal regulation. We estimate the fixed effects regression 

model shown in Equation 8. 

 

Equation 8 Regulation and Establishment Dynamics Fixed Effects Regression Model 

                            

 

Where Yt,n is the measure of dynamism at time t, for 3-digit NAICS n. Measures 

of dynamism include: startup rate, job creation rate, and job destruction rate. Startup rate 

is calculated as 100 times the number of establishments created at time t divided by the 

Davis-Haltiwanger-Schuh (DHS) denominator, which is the mean number of 

establishments for times t and t-1. The DHS denominator attempts to control for 

transitory shocks from affecting the relationship between net growth from t-1 to t and size 

(Davis, Haltiwanger, & Schuh, 1998). Job creation and destruction rates are calculated as 

100 times the number of jobs created (destroyed) divided by the mean employment for 

times t and t-1. Regt,n is the regulatory stringency index at time t, in 3-digit 2007 NAICS 

n. Finally, λt and γn are fixed effects for time and industry category respectively. Year 

fixed effects will control for economy-wide variation in economic dynamism. Fixed 

effects by year will also control for any upward bias in the SUSB data due to incorrectly 

timed births and deaths stemming from economic census activities. Industry fixed effects 

will control for changes in dynamism due to industry specific conditions that are 

unrelated to our measure of regulation. 
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Estimation results are shown in Table 4. After controlling for year and industry 

fixed effects, our regulatory stringency index shows no effect on measures of economic 

dynamism. Regulation appears to have no significant effects on startups, job creation, or 

job destruction. It could be the case that the negative effects of regulation take years to 

materialize. To verify whether this is the case we add the regulation index t-1 and t-2. 

The results suggest, however, that lagged regulation indices are no better able to account 

for the decline than regulation at time t. (In separate results not reported here we show 

that this remains true using t-1 or t-2 in place of regulation at time t.)  

 

Table 4 Dynamism and Regulatory Stringency 

VARIABLES Startups Job 
Creation 

Job 
Dest. 

Startups Job 
Creation 

Job 
Dest. 

       
Log Regulatory Stringency 0.241 0.0975 0.0782 0.409 -0.776 -0.0589 
 (0.786) (1.427) (1.413) (0.681) (1.068) (1.237) 
Log Reg Stringency (-1)    -0.503 0.707 0.696 

    (0.665) (0.952) (0.990) 

Log Reg Stringency (-2)    0.341 0.900 -0.678 

    (0.654) (0.992) (0.982) 

Constant 8.771 14.91 13.57 8.739 9.119 14.48 
 (6.187) (11.24) (11.11) (8.146) (15.07) (14.20) 

       
Observations 1,118 1,077 1,075 1,118 1,077 1,075 
R-squared 0.188 0.302 0.283 0.188 0.303 0.283 
Number of Industries 86 86 86 86 86 86 
Industry FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

 

Table 5 breaks establishments into three classes, small (less 1-9 employees), 

medium (10-499) and large (>500) and looks at job creation and destruction within these 
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classes. Negative effects are largest for small firms which is  plausible but no results are 

statistically significant.  

 

Table 5 Regulatory Stringency and Dynamism by Establishment Size 

 Small <10 Medium 10-499 Large >499 

VARIABLES Job 

Creation 

Job 

Destruction 

Job 

Creation 

Job 

Destruction 

Job 

Creation 

Job 

Destruction 

       

Log Regulatory  -11.47 -3.528 0.0847 -0.630 -2.046 0.618 
Stringency (9.208) (3.373) (2.034) (1.860) (2.483) (2.095) 

Constant 117.2 44.90* 12.82 17.50 29.29 6.885 

 (71.94) (26.39) (15.97) (14.56) (19.52) (16.49) 

       

Observations 1,022 1,021 1,063 1,066 993 985 

R-squared 0.055 0.015 0.073 0.147 0.207 0.168 

Number of 

Industries 

86 86 86 86 85 85 

Industry FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

 

Similarly, the primary negative impacts of regulation may be in the extent to 

which they change over time, causing firms to incur costs to readjust to new rules. Table 

6 indicates that shifting focus to the year over year percent change in the regulation index 

does not suggest that regulation is a major factor contributing to the decline in dynamism. 

 

Table 6 Dynamism and Regulatory Change 

VARIABLES Startups Job Creation Job 

Destruction 

    

Annual Change in Reg Stringency 0.331 -1.274 0.00358 

 (0.511) (0.860) (0.892) 
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Constant 10.67*** 15.62*** 14.19*** 

 (0.206) (0.300) (0.281) 

    
Observations 1,118 1,077 1,075 

R-squared 0.188 0.303 0.283 

Number of Industries 86 86 86 

Industry FE Yes Yes Yes 

Year FE Yes Yes Yes 

Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

 

The above analysis shows that regulation, lagged regulation, or changing 

regulation does not account for the decline in economic dynamism. It may be the case 

that only certain types of regulations are important for economic dynamism, and our 

focus on all regulations weakens that relationship. One could argue that large swaths of 

the CFR contain relatively meaningless text or legalese that does not affect the economy. 

Therefore, in our regulatory stringency index the importance of regulation is diluted by 

non-binding blocks of text. As mentioned in the previous section, our index is the 

aggregation of the probability a block of text is related to an industry multiplied by the 

number of restrictions in that block of text. A probability of association is calculated 

between each CFR part and all 3-digit NAICS industries. Consequently, relatively low 

probability industry associations could spread restrictiveness across unrelated industries. 

To address this we remove any contribution to the index where the probability of 

relevance is 5% or less. The regression results, reported in Table 7, still show no 

relationship between regulation and startups, job creation, or job destruction. 
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Table 7 Dynamism and Industry Regulation, High Probability Industry Identification Only 

VARIABLES Startups Job Creation Job Destruction 

    

Log Regulatory Stringency 0.0996 0.299 -0.217 

 (0.105) (0.230) (0.348) 

Constant 9.986*** 13.78*** 15.82*** 

 (0.766) (1.543) (2.356) 

    

Observations 932 915 915 

R-squared 0.291 0.311 0.301 

Number of Industries 72 72 72 

Industry FE Yes Yes Yes 
Year FE Yes Yes Yes 

Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

 

If we focus on the ten agencies responsible for the most regulation as measured by 

stringency, a significant and slightly positive relationship between regulation and startups 

appears. Additionally, we see a slightly negative relationship between regulation and job 

destruction. The effects in both cases are on the edge of statistical significance and 

economically tiny.
4
 Job creation remains unaffected by changes in regulation over time, 

even by those from the most highly active regulatory agencies. 

 

Table 8 Dynamism and Regulation: Top Ten Regulatory Agencies by Stringency of Regulation Only 

VARIABLES Startups Job Creation Job Destruction 

    
Log Regulatory Stringency 0.00393* 0.00668 -0.00793** 

 (0.00225) (0.00410) (0.00323) 

Constant 10.71*** 15.78*** 14.30*** 

                                               
4
 These results suggest that a 1% increase in our regulatory stringency index associated with the top ten 

regulatory agencies would result in a 0.0000393 point increase in the startup rate and a 0.0000793 point 

reduction in the job destruction rate. To give a sense of how small these changes would be, using the 2011 

SUSB data there were 650 thousand startups and 13.5 million jobs destroyed, which translates into a startup 

rate of 9.8 percent and a job destruction rate of 12 percent. A 1 percent increase in our regulatory 

stringency index would result in 274 fewer startups and 8,427 fewer jobs destroyed.   
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 (0.211) (0.308) (0.287) 

    

Observations 10,496 10,124 10,104 
R-squared 0.186 0.298 0.287 

Number of Industries 82 82 82 

Industry FE Yes Yes Yes 

Year FE Yes Yes Yes 

Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

 

3.1 Digging Deeper - The Case of Manufacturing 
To better understand the relationship between changes in regulation and changes 

in measures of dynamism, we now focus son manufacturing industries. With RegData, 

we are able to identify manufacturing industries that experienced the largest increases and 

decreases in regulatory stringency between 1999 and 2011. Research has shown that 

regulation can have a significant effect on firm productivity and the ability to compete 

internationally. Most analyses of regulation in the manufacturing sector focus on the 

impacts of environmental regulations. Using plant level micro data, Gray and Shadbegain 

(1993), show that more heavily regulated plants have significantly lower productivity 

levels and slower productivity growth. Manufacturing regulation can also have 

significant impacts on the dynamics of the industry.  

Table 9 shows the five manufacturing industries that experienced the highest and 

lowest percent change in our regulatory index from 1999 to 2011. Chemical, fabricated 

metals, and computers and electronics experience the greatest increase in regulatory 

stringency, while nonmetallic mineral products and machinery actually experienced a 

loosening in regulatory stringency. Figure 21 shows the regulatory index for these two 
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groups. The average regulation index for the high group increases more than 50 percent, 

where the low group remains flat from 1999 through 2011. 

 

Table 9 Manufacturing Change in Regulation Index 1999 to 2011 

Largest Increase in  
Regulation Stringency 

Smallest Increase in  
Regulation Stringency 

Name (NAICS Code) Percent 

Change 

Name (NAICS Code) Percent 

Change 

Chemical (325) 
73.07 

Nonmetallic Mineral 

Product (327) 
-9.41 

Fabricated Metal Product (332) 61.41 Machinery (333) -2.37 

Computer and Electronic Product 

(334) 
59.57 

Printing and Related Support 

Activities (323) 
-0.36 

Beverage and Tobacco Product 

(312) 
52.22 

Food (331) 
0.1 

Primary Metal (331) 50.67 Paper (332) 7.5 

 

 
Figure 21 Manufacturing Industries with Highest and Lowest Change in Regulatory Stringency 
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Figure 22 shows the startup rates for those industries that saw the largest and 

smallest percentage change in regulatory stringency. Visually, we can see that the tends 

for both groups track each other fairly well, with the industries seeing the greatest 

increase in regulatory stringency also having higher startup rates. A similar story appears 

in the job creation and destruction rates for these two groups. Figure 23 shows that job 

creation and destruction rates follow very similar trajectories, experiencing the same 

peaks and troughs, despite the fact that these groups of industries saw very different 

trends in regulatory stringency. The fact that trends in startups, job creation, and job 

destruction follow a similar path for both groups suggest that other causes are driving the 

changes in dynamism. These patterns also appear when focusing on retail trade, where 

the trends in dynamism for industries experiencing large and small changes in regulatory 

stringency are nearly identical. 
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Figure 22 High and Low Regulation Manufacturing Industry Startups 

 

 

 
Figure 23 High and Low Regulation Manufacturing Industry Job Creation and Destruction 

 

4. Alternative Explanations of Declining Dynamism 
We find that federal regulation is not a major cause of declining U.S. business 

dynamism. Federal law is the most extensive and widely-discussed source of regulation 

but other sources, such as state-based legislation or common-law judicial interpretation, 

may also be important for understanding trends in dynamism. Davis and Haltiwanger 

(2014), for example, find that job reallocation rates are lower in states whose common-

law courts weakened the employment at-will doctrine and they suggest that state-based 

minimum wages may also have decreased dynamism. The employment at-will doctrine 

and minimum wages affect some industries more than others, however, so it would be 
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useful to investigate whether these factors can be used to understand trends in dynamism 

by industry. 

A variety of other reasons suggest that regulation may play only a small role in 

the decline in dynamism. If we look around the world, for example, the most common 

type of regulations that impede dynamism are those that prevent firms from growing 

larger. The U.S. economy, however, hosts the largest firms in the world, which are 

growing even larger. Furthermore, larger firms are more productive on average and the 

positive relationship between size and productivity is strongest in the U.S. (Haltiwanger, 

2012). If instead regulation were preventing small firms from growing large, then we 

would expect startup size to be increasing. Instead, we observe no trend towards 

increased entrant size (Haltiwanger, Jarmin, & Miranda, 2013). 

Another suggestive piece of evidence is that the decline in dynamism does not 

appear to be limited to the United States (Criscuolo, Gal, & C., 2014). Broad trends in 

technology could explain declining rates of dynamism across developed economies. One 

reason to start a new firm, for example, is to implement a new idea. If progress on the 

technological frontier is slowing, then entrepreneurs would see fewer new ideas to be 

profitably implemented and would therefore be less likely to start a new firm (Goldschlag 

& Tabarrok, 2015). Similarly, Hathaway and Litan (2014) argue that much of the decline 

in the rate of new firm growth can be accounted for in the United States by broad trends 

in the rate of population growth. 

It should also be kept in mind that many measures of declining dynamism are 

associated with greater GDP per capita. For example, on average there are fewer 
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entrepreneurs and more large firms in more developed economies both cross-sectionally 

and over-time (Bento & Restuccia, 2014; Lucas, 1978; Poschke, 2014). Improvements in 

information technology may be increasing the ability of large firms to adapt to shocks. 

Creative destruction brings benefits but at the price of bankruptcies, unemployment, and 

worker reallocation. If information technology can allow creative destruction to be 

internalized to the firm rather than the industry this may increase welfare. Declining 

dynamism and increasing stability are but two ways of naming the same thing.  

We also may be mis-measuring dynamism. As already noted, a great deal of 

internalized creative destruction or the remaking and restructuring of large firms is not 

captured by business dynamics statistics. Nor is globalized dynamism. The great majority 

of Apple’s approximately 750 suppliers, for example, are located in Asia. The Apple eco-

system, however, is not static. With each iPhone iteration, Apple drops some suppliers 

and adds others but as this dynamism occurs abroad it isn’t measured in US statistics.
5
 

                                               
5
 These issues are discussed at greater length in Goldschlag and Tabarrok (2015). 
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CHAPTER THREE THE KNOWLEDGE DIFFUSION EFFECTS OF PATENTS 

Proponents of intellectual property rights have argued since the early 19th century 

that patents have positive diffusion effects. These diffusion effects include both an 

"incentive-to-disclose", in which patents induce inventors to share their otherwise secret 

inventions, as well as a teaching effect, by which patents themselves act as a conduit for 

the transfer of useful technical knowledge. In either case, to secure monopoly rights for 

their inventions, innovators must make public the contents of their innovation, allowing 

both the distribution of knowledge via licensing agreements as well as the chance for 

other agents to improve upon or invent-around the innovation. Despite the age of the 

argument, very little empirical evidence has been provided to either support or refute the 

claim that patents affect the diffusion of knowledge. This research investigates whether 

patents affect the diffusion of ideas by comparing the syntactic similarity of patents and a 

corpus of academic abstracts. The similarity between biotechnology, artificial 

intelligence, and machine learning patents are compared to relevant academic abstracts 

published before and after the grant date when the patent’s contents became public. The 

results suggest that the patent publication date has little to no impact on the textual 

content of academic discourse. In contrast, the similarity algorithm used does find 

diffusion effects for highly cited papers in the machine learning literature.  
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1 Introduction 
The debate over the optimal strength of intellectual property rights, or whether 

they should exist at all, is not new to the economics literature. Economists have been 

debating the relative merits of the patent system since the middle of the 19th century 

(Machlup & Penrose, 1950). The arguments made by advocates of the patent system were 

diverse, ranging from the natural right to own one’s ideas to the importance of patents in 

promoting industrial progress. One of the primary arguments along the latter line of 

reasoning was that intellectual property rights provide an "incentive-to-disclose", without 

which new ideas would die with their inventor. In addition to coaxing inventors to 

disclose their innovations to society, patents also serve a "teaching function", diffusing 

information that would otherwise remain either secret or poorly communicated (Seymore, 

2010). Intellectual property institutions also promote the diffusion of knowledge by 

creating a "market for ideas" via licensing agreements, signaling important cost 

information and alternative uses, and transmitting valuable information about the 

probability of infringement (Horstmann, MacDonald, & Slivinski, 1985; Anton & Yao, 

2004; Landes, Posner, & Landes, 2009). Economists have been skeptical of the various 

diffusion arguments for several reasons. First, self-selection may cause only inventions 

that cannot be kept secret to be patented, creating deadweight losses associated with the 

monopoly power granted for innovations that would otherwise have become public. 

Second, survey evidence suggests that not only are patents not the primary method firms 

use to protect their innovations, but firms also do not place much value on the technical 

content of patents granted to other firms (Levin, Klevorick, & Nelson, 1987; Agrawal & 

Henderson, 2002). 
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If patents do promote the diffusion of ideas we would expect their publication to 

exert an influence on the content and direction of the relevant technical literature. After a 

patent’s contents become public, the use of the ideas and knowledge embedded within the 

patent should increase in the accompanying technical literature. Advances in both natural 

language processing techniques and computing power provide an alternative research tool 

in the search for diffusion effects associated with a patent’s publication. Using natural 

language processing techniques the relative syntactic distance, or syntactic similarity, 

between two short texts can be quantified. This research compares the syntactic similarity 

between patents and academic abstracts before and after the patent’s publication. If 

diffusion effects exist the similarity between patents and the academic literature should 

increase after the patent’s publication. The results show that these similarity measures are 

unaffected by the patent’s publication date.    

Empirical evidence of diffusion effects is relatively limited and often relies on 

strict assumptions about the processes that generate citation data. In search of R&D 

spillovers the industrial organization literature estimated the social returns to specific 

innovations as well as the overall returns associated with a stream of R&D expenditures. 

Jaffe, Fogarty, and Banks (1998) examined the patenting behavior of federal research 

labs finding qualitative evidence suggesting knowledge flows between NASA’s research 

lab and inventors that cite NASA’s patents. Researchers also leveraged patent citation 

data to empirically investigate the shape and strength of the knowledge diffusion effects 

associated with patents. Johnson and Popp (2001) used citation data to determine if a 

policy change forcing earlier publication of patent contents would lead to an increase in 
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knowledge transfer due to the earlier diffusion of the knowledge embodied within the 

patent. They compare the decay in follow-on citations for patents with relatively short 

and relatively long grant delays, finding that the diffusion trajectory for both groups are 

statistically indistinguishable, suggesting that the diffusion process beings with the 

publication of the patent. 

Research using citation data to estimate knowledge flows relies on the key 

assumption that if Patent X cites Patent Y then Y represents a piece of previously existing 

knowledge upon which X builds. This does not necessarily imply that the patent was the 

medium through which that knowledge was transferred. The mechanisms by which 

knowledge diffuses may be completely independent of patents, and the citation data may 

simply be an ex post representation of those mechanisms in addition to the more practical 

legal concerns facing patent examiners. Moreover, there are well documented issues with 

using patent citation data. These issues include the prevalence of "self citations", 

significant truncation in the citation time series, and institutional changes that affect 

citation intensities (Hall, Jaffe, & Trajtenberg, 2001). Even more troubling for the view 

that patent publication affects the diffusion of knowledge is the significant lag between 

scientific publication and patent grant. Murray and Stern (2007), investigating the 

existence of an "anti-commons" effect in biotechnology, use a sample of roughly 170 

patent-paper pairs that have an average lag between paper publication and patent grant of 

more than three years. Recent policy changes may reduce this lag with patent applications 

filed after 2001 being made public after 18 months rather than at the grant date.  
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This research adds to the empirical literature on patent diffusion effects by using 

natural language processing techniques to analyze a large corpus of patent and academic 

textual data. A similarity algorithm is described, which calculates the syntactic similarity 

between two short blocks of texts. The similarity algorithm is then used to compare a 

sample of patents and papers in artificial intelligence and biotechnology. The results 

show that, while the algorithm does detect a rise in similarity for highly cited papers, 

there is no significant increase in similarity between patents and published papers after 

the patent’s contents are made public.  

2 Data 
The diffusion analysis includes abstracts in the fields of computer science and 

biotechnology. The sample of computer science papers covers topics including artificial 

intelligence (AI) and machine learning. All AI and machine learning papers used in the 

diffusion analysis were submitted to the arXiv repository and published between 1994 

and 2014. arXiv is a private not-for-profit e-print service covering fields such as physics, 

mathematics, computer science, quantitative biology, quantitative finance, and statistics. 

The arXiv website is hosted and funded by Cornell University and all submissions 

conform to the university’s academic standards (arXiv). The artificial intelligence papers 

cover material such as expert systems, theorem proving, knowledge representation, 

planning, and uncertainty in AI
6
. Two machine learning classifications were included, 

one focused on computer science and the other on statistics. The computer science 

                                               
6
 The computer science classification for artificial intelligence, cs.AI, roughly includes material in ACM 

Subject Classes I.2.0, I.2.1, I.2.3, I.2.4, I.2.8, and I.2.11. The computer science classification for machine 

learning, cs.LG, covers material in ACM Subject Class I.2.6 (http://arxiv.org/corr/subjectclasses) 
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machine learning category covers computational learning and the statistics category 

includes papers on classification, graphical models, and high dimensional inference. 

Biotechnology abstracts used in the analysis were all published between 1983 and 

2014 in Nature Biotechnology, a high-quality specialized scientific journal. The papers in 

Nature Biotechnology are at high risk for patenting due to an editorial policy 

simultaneously stressing scientific and commercial applications. Each issue of Nature 

Biotechnology includes a variety of content including editorial articles, industry news 

articles, as well as peer reviewed research articles. The abstracts used in the following 

analysis include only peer reviewed research articles. The abstract and bibliographic 

information for each article, which is freely available on the journal’s website, were 

programmatically scraped issue by issue from the very first volume published in 1983 to 

the second issue of the currently available volume 32.  

The sample of patents used in the diffusion analysis was identified using the 

NBER patent data files and abstracts were extracted from the USPTO Patent Full-Text 

Database. The NBER patent data includes over 3 million patents granted between 1976 

and 2006 and include bibliographic information about each patent such as the authors, 

USPTO classification, and international classification as well as calculated measures such 

as "originality" and "generality"(Hall, Jaffe, & Trajtenberg, 2001). The patent sample 

used for the textual similarity analysis include patents granted between 1996 and 1999 

and that were selected based on two criteria: closeness in subject matter to the relevant 

sample of academic articles and likelihood of impacting academic discourse.  
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First, the eighth edition of the International Patent Classification system was used 

to determine if a patent was closely linked to the biotechnology academic abstracts. For 

biotechnology the included classifications cover areas such as transgenic vertebrates, 

invertebrates, and plants, methods, processes and testing, bioinformatics, and biological 

materials
7
. Artificial intelligence patents were identified using the USPC classification 

number 706, which covers "artificial intelligence type computers and digital data 

processing systems and corresponding data processing methods and products for 

emulation of intelligence…including systems for reasoning with uncertainty (e.g., fuzzy 

logic systems), adaptive systems, machine learning systems, and artificial neural 

networks"(USPTO). Second, due to the well-documented skewed distribution of patent 

values only a relatively small subset of patents are likely to impact academic discourse. 

Citation counts were used to identify the most important patents granted in each year, 

with the sample of biotechnology patents including the top one percent by citations 

received and the top ten percent for artificial intelligence patents. By focusing on the 

most highly cited patents, we maximize the chance of detecting diffusion effects. 

Descriptive statistics for the 83 AI patents and the 150 biotechnology patents are shown 

in Table 10.  

 

Table 10 Patent and paper abstract descriptive statistics 

Measure AI and 
Machine 

Learning 

AI Patents Nature 
Biotech. 

Abstracts 

Biotech. 
Patents 

                                               
7
 IPC classifications for biotechnology patents include: A01H1/00, A01H4/00, A61K38/00, A61K39/00, 

A61K48/00, C02F3/34, C07G(11/00, 13/00, 15/00), C07K(4/00, 14/00, 16/00, 17/00,19/00), C12M, C12N, 

C12P, C12Q, C12S, G01N27/327, G01N33/(53*, 54*, 55*, 57*, 68, 74, 76, 78, 88, 92) 
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Abstracts 

Number of Papers/Patents 2,582 83 1,909 150 
Year Range 1993–

2014 

1996-

1999 

1983-

2014 

1996-

1999 
Mean Abstract Length (Characters) 1,020.00 1,029.70 966.19 737.47 

Std. Dev. Abstract Length 369.29 288.87 268.88 347.80 

Min Abstract Length 166 327 236 119 
Max Abstract Length 3,124 1,667 2,177 1,974 

25% Percentile Abstract Length 750 813.50 744 472 
50% Percentile Abstract Length 990 1,032 976 656 

75% Percentile Abstract Length 1,263 1,202 1,134 973 

 

Descriptive statistics for the abstract data for both academic papers and patents 

are shown in Table 10. The algorithm used to calculate syntactic similarity, described in 

section 3 Methodology, can be sensitive to significant differences in text length. As 

shown in Table 10, the mean abstract length for AI and machine learning papers and 

patents is very similar. For biotechnology the mean abstract length shows greater 

difference with patent abstracts being shorter. If industry standards or institutional factors 

in biotechnology lead to patent abstracts being uniformly shorter than the corresponding 

academic abstracts the diffusion analysis would be unaffected. The absolute value of the 

similarity scores may be lower but if diffusion effects are present the similarity scores 

should still rise after the patent’s publication. The following section describes the natural 

language techniques used to calculate syntactic similarity. 

3 Methodology 
The technique of calculating syntactic similarity follows the syntactic similarity 

methods used by Islam and Inkpen (2008). Syntactic similarity is calculated using the 

weighted sum of three normalized variations of longest common subsequence. Finding a 

longest common subsequence (LCS) of two sequences is a classic computer science 
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problem that is best solved using dynamic programming techniques (Allison & Dix, 

1986). The longest common subsequence of sequences x and y is the longest sequence of 

elements that are common to both x and y. For the similarity measure the length of the 

resulting subsequence, v1 , is then normalized by the length the input sequences x and y.  

 

Equation 9 Normalized longest common subsequence 

             
                

 

                  
 

 

In addition to the LCS, the maximal consecutive longest common subsequence is 

calculated starting at the first element, MCLCS1, and at any element, MCLCSn. For 

MCLCS1, starting at the first element of both sequences, we find the longest consecutive 

subsequence, as opposed to the longest common subsequence, for which the common 

subsequence need not be consecutive. Similarly for MCLCSn, starting at any element in 

each sequence, we find the longest consecutive subsequence. Both of these measures are 

then normalized as v2 and v3 for MCLCS1 and MCLCSn respectively. 

 

Equation 10 Normalized maximal consecutive longest common subsequence from first element 
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Equation 11 Normalized maximal consecutive longest common subsequence from any element 

                
                   

 

                  
 

 

The final similarity measure between x and y, sim(x,y), is calculated as the 

weighted sum of the three variations of LCS. Equal weights are used in the analysis 

below but more importance could be ascribed to a particular measure by adjusting the 

weighting factors. 

 

Equation 12 Word syntactic similarity 

                              
 

For example, suppose two sequences x = ‘albastru’ and y = ‘alabaster’, then, 

                                    

                                   

                                    

                                                   

For the two short texts, prior to processing  the elements of each are standardized, 

the common words removed, and then the word-to-word similarity of the remaining non-

matching words are calculated. Once the similarity scores for each pair of words have 

been calculated, we find the highest scoring matches, which are then used to calculate the 

overall syntactic similarity score between the two texts. The five steps of processing the 

texts are as follows. 
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Step 1: Remove all special characters, capital letters, and punctuations. The 

remaining text is then tokenized into words, stop words are removed
8
, and each word is 

lemmatized
9
. After scrubbing each text we are left with two word vectors, 

P={p1,p2,…,pm}, which has m words, and R={r1,r2,…,rn}, which has n words, assigned 

such that n≥m. 

Step 2: Next we count the number of words, δ, that exactly match in both P and R, 

where δ≤m. All matching tokens are then removed from both P and R, resulting in 

P’={p1,p2,…,p (m-δ)} and R’={r1,r2,…,r(n-δ)}. If all terms match, such that δ=m we skip to 

Step 5. 

Step 3: A (m-δ)×(n-δ) similarity matrix M is created, holding the word-to-word 

similarity scores for the remaining non-matching words. For each pair of words the 

similarity score sim(i,j) is calculated as described above for pi in P’ and ri in R’.  

 

Equation 13 Similarity matrix 

  

 

 
 

                        

     
                        

     
                                     

 
 

 

 

 

                                               
8
 In natural language processing, stop words are words that are removed prior to processing such as ‘the’, 

‘is’, ‘on’, etc. 
9
 In linguistics and natural language processing, lemmatization is the process by which words that differ 

only by inflection are grouped to be analyzed as a single item 
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Step 4: After the similarity matrix has been created, we find the maximum 

element of the matrix, sim(i,j), and add it to a list ρ, where ρ←ρ∪ sim(i,j). Then all 

elements in the ith row and jth column are removed from M. We repeat this process, 

adding each maximal element γ(i,j) to the list ρ and removing the ith row and jth column, 

until sim(i,j)=0 or m-δ-|ρ|=0 or both. 

Step 5: Finally, using the number of exact matches δ and the list of maximal 

word-to-word similarity scores for the remaining non-matches ρ, we calculate the overall 

normalized similarity score of the two texts S(P,R)∈[0,1] as 

 

Equation 14 Normalized syntactic similarity 

       
      

   

          

   
 

 

It is important to note that this method disregards semantic similarity. To 

incorporate semantic similarity we would modify the similarity matrix such that each 

element is a weighted sum of both the syntactic and semantic similarity scores between 

two words. One method for calculating semantic similarity is the corpus based Pointwise 

Mutual Information measure of the co-occurrence of the words (Islam & Inkpen, 2008). 

An extended example can be found in Appendix F - Extended Similarity Example. 

4 Results 
If patents act as a medium for the diffusion of ideas then we would expect the 

syntactic similarity between patent abstracts and the relevant academic literature to 

increase after the contents of the patent are published. The results of the syntactic 
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similarity analysis suggest instead that patents do not have a knowledge diffusion effect. 

First, to test the similarity algorithm, we analyze the similarity scores of an academic 

paper known to have influenced the direction of research in its field. Second, we analyze 

the similarity measures for biotechnology and artificial intelligence patents. 

4.1 Testing the Similarity Algorithm 
To test the similarity algorithm we examine the diffusion effects associated with a 

paper known to have had an impact on the machine learning literature. The paper used as 

a test case for the similarity algorithm is a highly cited machine learning paper. The 

Barnard, Duygulu, Forsyth, De Freitas, Bleu, and Jordan (2003) paper on image and text 

analysis was published in the Journal of Machine Learning Research, a highly regarded 

machine learning scholarly journal. The paper presented a novel method for auto-

annotation to translate regions of an image to text, similar to the way text is translated 

from one language to another. This paper represents a significant advance in the field of 

machine learning and AI for which we would expect to find some diffusion effects on 

subsequent research. As of March 2014 the paper had over 1,200 citations.  

To test for a diffusion effect associated with the Barnard et al. (2003) paper the 

abstract was compared to all artificial intelligence and machine learning abstracts 

published before and after the Bernard et al. (2003) paper. Once similarity scores were 

calculated, dummy variable regressions were used to determine if similarity scores show 

a significant increase after the paper was published. 
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Equation 15 Testing similarity dummy regression 

                

where         
           
           

       ∈             

 

Where    is the mean similarity of papers in each year for the range of years in the 

sample, 1993 to 2014. The coefficient βt captures the effect of dummy variable for year t  

and c is the constant. If the Bernard et al. (2003) paper created a knowledge diffusion 

effect on the AI and machine learning literature we would expect a positive and 

significant estimated value for βt in the years just after the paper was published. A plot of 

the p-values and estimated dummy coefficients for each dummy variable relative to the 

publication date are shown in Figure 1. The plot suggests that the paper had a positive 

diffusion effect, which exhibits a time lag. The dummy p-values are insignificant prior to 

the publication date and then become significant at the 10 percent confidence level after a 

one year lag and then down to below the 5 percent significance between four and nine 

years after publication. A similar pattern emerges with the estimated dummy year 

coefficient values, which are positive and continue to rise after the year of publication, 

peaking seven years after publication. 
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Figure 24 Bernard et al. (2003) similarity regression results 

The plots show mean p-values (left) and coefficients (right) for each relative dummy year variable. Circle 

markers represent estimates that are significant at the 10% confidence level. 

 

The Bernard et al. (2003) paper provides an example for which, ex post, we 

would expect to find a diffusion effect on the AI and machine learning literature. As 

shown in Figure 24, the similarity analysis was able to detect the knowledge diffusion 

effects associated with the paper. The regression results for the 20 regressions used are 

shown in Appendix H - Similarity Regression Results. 

4.2 Patent Diffusion Analysis 
The diffusion analysis for patents follows the same methodology used for the 

Bernard et al. (2003) test case in the previous section. A syntactic similarity score is 

calculated between each patent and academic abstract pair. For biotechnology the sample 

includes 150 patents and 1,909 academic abstracts, yielding 286,350 similarity measures. 

The artificial intelligence sample includes 83 patents and 2,582 academic abstracts, 

yielding 214,306 similarity measures. Histograms of the similarity measures both before 
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and after patent publication are shown in Figure 25 for biotechnology and Figure 26 for 

artificial intelligence. 

 

 
Figure 25 Histogram biotech similarity  

Histograms of similarity scores for biotech before (left) and after (right) patent publication. The solid red bar 

shows the mean similarity for the histogram. 

 

 
Figure 26 Histogram AI similarity  

Histograms of similarity scores for AI before (left) and after (right) patent publication. The solid red bar shows 

the mean similarity for the histogram. 
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The histograms show that the mean and distribution of similarity measures remain 

stable before and after each patent’s publication. The before and after histograms for 

biotechnology appear almost identical with nearly identical means and standard 

deviations. Descriptive statistics for the similarity measures are shown in Table 11. 

 

Table 11 Similarity measures descriptive statistics 

Measure Before Patent 

Publication 

On or After Patent 

Publication 

Biotechnology   

Count 156,562 129,788 

Mean Similarity   0.159 0.163 
Std. Dev. Similarity 0.029 0.029 

Min Similarity 0.069 0.079 

Max Similarity 0.357 0.428 

Artificial Intelligence    

Count 8,898 205,823 

Mean Similarity   0.176 0.173 
Std. Dev. Similarity 0.03 0.03 

Min Similarity 0.066 0.041 

Max Similarity 0.319 0.371 

 

Dummy variable regressions are used to determine if similarity scores show 

significant increase after the year of publication. Since there may be a lag between when 

the patent is first published and when knowledge diffusion effects begin affecting the 

content of the relevant academic literature, a series of dummy variables between 1993 

and 2014 are used in the OLS regressions. Dummy variables for years between 1993 and 

2014 are regressed against the mean similarity score by year for each patent, resulting in 

3,300 OLS regressions for biotechnology and 1,700 OLS regressions for the artificial 

intelligence sample. Again, if diffusion effects exist we would expect positive and 
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statistically significant coefficients for dummy years just following the patent's 

publication year.  

Starting with the biotechnology patents, Figure 27 shows the mean regression p-

values and dummy year coefficients by year relative to publication. The mean p-value 

never falls below the 5 percent significance level, and rises and remains above 10 percent 

four years after publication. Each point in Figure 27 (right) represents the mean estimated 

dummy variable coefficient value for each year relative to publication, which captures the 

expected change in similarity score for all years after the given relative dummy year. The 

mean estimated coefficient values are nearly flat in the years after publication and then 

fall into insignificance. 

 

 
Figure 27 Biotech regression results 

The plots show mean p-values (left) and coefficients (right) for each relative dummy year variable. Circle 

markers represent estimates that are significant at the 10% confidence level. 

 

The above analysis uses mean p-values and mean coefficients across dummy year 

variable regressions. The regressions use mean similarity measures between a patent and 
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all biotechnology papers in each year. This method may include similarity measures 

between the patent and completely unrelated papers, reducing the likelihood of finding a 

diffusion effect. To increase the likelihood of finding diffusion effects we next focus on 

only the most similar papers. Figure 28 shows the results of regressions that only include 

the top 10% of similarity scores by year. If patents do affect the content of academic 

articles that affect should be more prominent in the papers with the highest calculated 

similarity. However, Figure 28 shows that filtering down to the most similar 

biotechnology abstracts reduces the significance of the dummy variable coefficients and 

makes the estimated coefficients more negative. 

 

 
Figure 28 Biotech regression results, only top 10% similarity 

The plots show mean p-values (left) and coefficients (right) for each relative dummy year variable including only 

the top 10% of similarity scores. Circle markers represent estimates that are significant at the 10% confidence 

level. 

 

Repeating the analysis for the artificial intelligence patents yields a similar result. 

Figure 29 shows the dummy variable regression results that include all similarity scores 
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by year and Figure 30 shows the regression results when only the top 10% of similarity 

scores are included. The only significant dummy year coefficients were for years prior to 

the patent's publication and were actually negative. The negative coefficients suggest that 

the similarity score between an artificial intelligence patent and related academic papers 

is actually decreasing as time passes. Again to increase the chances of observing a 

diffusion effect in the similarity measures we filter down to the top 10% similarity by 

year. Shown in Figure 30, similar to the biotechnology sample, none of the estimated 

coefficients are significant. 

 

 
Figure 29 AI regression results 

The plots show mean p-values (left) and coefficients (right) for each relative dummy year variable. Circle 

markers represent estimates that are significant at the 10% confidence level. 
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Figure 30 AI regression results, only top 10% similarity 

The plots show mean p-values (left) and coefficients (right) for each relative dummy year variable including only 

the top 10% of similarity scores. Circle markers represent estimates that are significant at the 10% confidence 

level. 

 

The regression analysis for both biotechnology and artificial intelligence patents 

suggest that, at least for this sample of patents, there is little if any knowledge diffusion 

effects associated with the patent's publication. 

5 Conclusions 
Despite the age of the argument, there is relatively little empirical evidence as to 

whether patents diffuse knowledge. Much of the empirical work that has been done relies 

on strict assumptions about the way patent citations accumulate. If patents do generate 

diffusion effects, propelling knowledge through the economy, we would expect it to 

affect the content of the relevant academic literatures. This research evaluates the 

existence of these affects on academic discourse by leveraging the large corpus of 

academic and patent textual data and the improved techniques of natural language 

processing. Syntactic similarity scores are calculated between patents and academic 

abstracts prior to and after the patent's publication. If a diffusion effect exists it ought to 
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increase the similarity score to papers after the patent's publication. In fact, we find that 

the patent's publication date does not affect the calculated similarity scores, suggesting 

the patents do not, in fact, affect academic literature.  

The lack of evidence for a diffusion effect may be due to the often significant 

delay between a patent's application date and the grant date. By the time a patent becomes 

public several papers and conference proceedings may have already been published with 

the patent's contents. These lags, and the strength of observed diffusion effects, may 

change due to the implementation of the 2001 America Invents Act. In changing from a 

"first-to-invent" to a "first-to-file" system, inventors may choose to keep the contents of 

their innovations secret prior to patent application. Finally, future research may take 

advantage of alternative textual similarity methods that include semantic similarity 

detection and increase sensitivity to the similarity of blocks of words. 
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APPENDIX A – PERCOLATION MODEL PSEUDO CODE 

Model pseudo code  

For each run: 

Create lattice 

Create firms 

For each step: 

Shuffle firms 

For each firm: 

Get new firm position 

Evaluate relative heights  

If doPatents: 

Evaluate ratio of blocked cells 

Get position to perform R&D on 

Randomly select cell from firm’s local search neighborhood 

If resistance for that position > 0: 

Apply R&D budget to cell 

If new cell resistance < 0: 

Set cell as discovered, value = 1 

If doPatent: 

Firm potentially patents discovered cell 

If cell connected to a cell with value = 2: 

Set cell value = 2 

Cycle through connected cells (chainReaction) 

Calculate profits for each firm, update R&D budgets 

Store data for step 

Store data for run 

 

Code is available on GitHub: https://github.com/ngoldschlag/Percolation_Model 
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APPENDIX B – SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

Table 12 Simulation parameters 

Parameters Typical Run Test 1.a Test 1.b Test 2.a Test 2.b 

Number of steps 5000 3000 3000 3000 3000 

Number of firms 20 20 20 20 20 

Number of columns 50 50 50 50 50 

Mean of log normal 

distribution for resistance 

2 2 4 2 4 

Std. dev. of log normal 

distribution for resistance 

1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 

Local R&D search radius 2 2 2 2 2 

Monopoly profit of 

innovations 

1 1 1 1 1 

Profit decay rate 0.5 [0.01, 0.02, 

…,0.1] 

[0.01, 0.02, 

…,0.1] 

[0.01, 

0.02, 

…,0.1] 

[0.01, 0.02, 

…,0.1] 

Probability of Patenting 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 

Patent radius N/A 1 1 3 3 

Patent life N/A [5, 200] [5, 200] [5, 200] [5, 200] 
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Table 13 Simulation parameters (cont.) 

Parameters Test 3.a Test 3.b Micro-Sim 

Number of steps 3000 3000 500 

Number of firms 20 20 20 

Number of columns 50 50 50 

Mean of log normal 

distribution for 

resistance 

[2.0, 

2.2,…,3.8] 

[2.0, 

2.2,…,3.8] 

U(2,4) 

Std. dev. of log normal 

distribution for 

resistance 

1.5 1.5 1.5 

Local R&D search 

radius 

2 2 2 

Monopoly profit of 

innovations 

1 1 1 

Profit decay rate 0.01 0.1 U(0.01,0.1) 

Probability of 

Patenting 

0.05 0.05 0.05 

Patent radius 1 1 P(1)=P(2)=P(3)=1/3 

Patent life [5, 200] [5, 200] P(1)=P(2)=…= 

P(100)=0.01 
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APPENDIX C - MICRO-SIMULATION REGRESSION RESULTS 

Table 14 Micro Simulation Regression Results 

 Log Max 

BPF 

Log Mean 

BPF 

Log Num 

Innov 

Log Max 

BPF With 

Patents 

Log Mean 

BPF With 

Patents 

Log Num 

Innov With 

Patents 

       

Patents -0.0421*** 0.0116 0.0681***    

 (0.00652) (0.00726) (0.00707)    

Mean Resistance -1.133*** -1.490*** -1.536*** -1.109*** -1.490*** -1.549*** 

 (0.00689) (0.00775) (0.00757) (0.00900) (0.0103) (0.0103) 

Monopoly Power -8.735*** -10.71*** -9.762*** -7.744*** -9.832*** -9.047*** 

 (0.144) (0.162) (0.152) (0.182) (0.211) (0.202) 

Patent Duration    -7.80e-05 0.000795**

* 

0.00147*** 

    (0.000156) (0.000173) (0.000172) 

Patent Radius    -0.0519*** -0.0404*** -0.0235*** 

    (0.00530) (0.00596) (0.00587) 

Cluster Index 0.0207*** 0.0146*** 0.00379*** 0.0177*** 0.0117*** 0.00199*** 

 (0.000397) (0.000435) (0.000387) (0.000504) (0.000572) (0.000510) 

Constant 5.411*** 5.852*** 8.442*** 5.512*** 6.016*** 8.579*** 

 (0.0394) (0.0439) (0.0394) (0.0546) (0.0624) (0.0558) 

       

Observations 10,000 10,000 9,998 5,037 5,037 5,036 

R-squared 0.868 0.884 0.877 0.870 0.888 0.882 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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APPENDIX D – TEMPORAL CLUSTERING 

To test for temporal clustering in the arrival of radical innovations a time series of 

counts of radical innovations per step is generated and analyzed. Following the analysis 

of Silverberg and Verspagen (2003), Poisson and negative binomial regressions are used 

to determine if the data exhibit over-dispersion, i.e. variance greater than that expected by 

the Poisson model. Because the definition of radical with respect to the percolation model 

output is even more arbitrary, several definitions of radical are tested.  

The Poisson regression estimates the arrival rate λ of a Poisson process where the 

probability of y events during an interval of time T is given by: 

 

Equation 16 Poisson arrival rate 

     
         

  
 

 

The parameter λ, which is both the expected number of events per period and the 

variance of the distribution, can be specified endogenously as a function of exogenous 

explanatory variables (Silverberg & Verspagen, 2003). The negative binomial model 

builds on the Poisson model by adding an unobserved random effect to the mean of the 

Poisson distribution (Hausman, Hall, & Griliches, 1984). Adding the random variable u 

and assuming it to be gamma distributed implies that the probability function becomes: 
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Equation 17 Poisson probability function 

         
         

  
 

 

Which leads to the negative binomial distribution given by (Cameron and Trivedi 

1998): 

 

Equation 18 Binomial distribution 

         
        

            
                    

 

     
 

 

Where λ is the mean and λ(1 + λ) is the variance for α > 0. When λ approaches 0 

the negative binomial model reduces to the standard Poisson model.  

The results of estimating several different specifications for both the Poisson and 

the negative binomial models are presented in Table 15 below. Time polynomials of up 

to degree three are included in the regressions. The coefficient of alpha is statistically 

different from zero for all regressions suggesting that the data exhibits over-dispersion, 

and therefore the negative binomial model is preferred to the simple Poisson model. This 

is in agreement with the findings in Silverberg and Verspagen (2003), where the authors 

find over-dispersion in the radical innovation count data. Over-dispersion in the model 

output for counts of radical innovations per step suggests temporal clustering of radical 

innovations, i.e. that certain periods experience more or less activity than would 
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otherwise be predicted by the time-homogenous Poisson model. The Poisson model with 

all three time polynomials, however, has the most significance of coefficients and the 

model overall for both radical innovation definitions. 

Table 15 Regression results for Poisson and negative binomial models 

Rad. c β1 β2 β3 α Log Likeli. 
Pseudo 

R
2 Pr> χ

2
 

2 
-2.1862 

(0.000) 
    -1218.628 0.000 . 

2 
-2.1863 

(0.000) 
   

15.8305 

(0.000) 
-934.092 0.000 . 

2 
-2.2286 

(0.000) 

0.000028 

(0.656) 
   -1218.529 0.0001 0.6558 

2 
-2.2302 

(0.000) 

0.000029 

(0.785) 
  

15.8249 

(0.000) 
-934.055 0.0000 0.7854 

2 
-2.3725 

(0.000) 

0.000308 

(0.232) 

-9.31e-08 

(0.262) 
  -1217.890 0.0006 0.4780 

2 
-2.3875 

(0.000) 

0.000330 

(0.450) 

-9.85e-08 

(0.478) 
 

15.7886 

(0.000) 
-933.804 0.003 0.7495 

2 
-2.6759 

(0.000) 

0.001440 

(0.032) 

-1.02e-06 

(0.045) 

2.03e-10 

(0.063) 
 -1216.155 0.002 0.0843 

2 
-2.7034 

(0.000) 

0.001515 

(0.169) 

-1.07e-06 

(0.204) 

2.15e-10 

(0.242) 

15.6903 

(0.000) 
-933.120 0.001 0.3783 

3 
-2.7541 

(0.000) 
    -762.429 0.000 . 

3 
-2.7541 

(0.000) 
   

11.1779 

(0.000) 
-677.049 0.000 . 

3 
-2.8131 

(0.000) 

0.000039 

(0.641) 
   -762.320 0.0001 0.6410 

3 
-2.8159 

(0.000) 

0.000041 

(0.715) 
  

11.1682 

(0.000) 
-676.983 0.0001 0.7153 

3 
-3.1129 

(0.000) 

0.000614 

(0.082) 

-1.90e-07 

(0.093) 
  -760.858 0.0021 0.2080 

3 
-3.1347 

(0.000) 

0.000645 

(0.163) 

-1.99e-07 

(0.178) 
 

11.0406 

(0.000) 
-676.068 0.0014 0.3750 

3 
-3.4281 

(0.000) 

0.001749 

(0.059) 

-1.11e-06 

(0.109) 

2.02e-10 

(0.175) 
 -759.935 0.0033 0.0826 

3 
-3.4638 

(0.000) 

0.001843 

(0.124) 

-1.17e-06 

(0.195) 

2.14e-10 

(0.274) 

10.9640 

(0.000) 
-675.468 0.0023 0.2057 

Notes: β1, β2, and β3 are the coefficients for the time polynomials t1, t2, and t3 respectively. 

Numbers in parentheses under coefficient values are p-values associated with the t-statistic, except 

for those under the coefficients for α, in which case they are p-values associated with the likelihood 

ratio chi-square test that the dispersion parameter α is equal to zero. The number of observations for 

all regressions is 3000. 
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APPENDIX E - REGDATA EXAMPLE 

Example text from the Code of Federal Regulations: 

2010 Title 30 - Mineral Resources 

SUBCHAPTER K—PERMANENT PROGRAM PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 

PART 819—SPECIAL PERMANENT PROGRAM PERFORMANCE 

STANDARDS-AUGER MINING 

§ 819.1 Scope. 

This part sets environmental protection performance standards for surface 

coal mining and reclamation operations involving auger mining. 

§ 819.11 Auger mining: General. 
(a) Auger mining operations shall be conducted in accordance with the 

requirements of part 816 of this chapter, except as provided in this part. 

(b) The regulatory authority may prohibit auger mining, if necessary to— 

(1) Maximize the utilization, recoverability, or conservation of the solid-fuel 

resource, or 

(2) Protect against adverse water-quality impacts. 

§ 819.13 Auger mining: Coal recovery. 

(a) Auger mining shall be conducted so as to maximize the utilization and 

conservation of the coal in accordance with § 816.59 of this chapter. 

(b) Auger mining shall be planned and conducted to maximize recoverability 

of mineral reserves remaining after the operation and reclamation are complete. 
(c) Each person who conducts auger mining operations shall leave areas of 

undisturbed coal, as approved by the regulatory authority, to provide access for 

future underground mining activities to coal reserves remaining after augering is 

completed, unless it is established that the coal reserves have been depleted or 

are so limited in thickness or extent that it will not be practicable to recover the 

remaining coal. This determination shall be made by the regulatory authority 

upon presentation of appropriate technical evidence by the operator. 

 

Table 16 Most Related and Unrelated NAICS Categories 

Restriction Count: 19  

Most Related NAICS Least Related NAICS 

Name (NAICS Code) Probability Name (NAICS Code) Probability 

Mining (except Oil and Gas) (212) 0.3861 Management of Companies 

and Enterprises (551) 

0.0000007 

Warehousing and Storage (493) 0.1661 Wholesale Electronic Markets 

and Agents and Brokers (452) 

0.000096 
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Securities, Commodity Contracts, 

and Other Financial Investments 

(523) 

0.1271 Amusement, Gambling, and 

Recreation Industries (713) 

0.000011 

Heavy and Civil Engineering 

Construction (237) 

0.0794 Lessors of Nonfinancial 

Intangible Assets (except 

Copyrighted Works) (533) 

0.000015 

Air Transportation (481) 0.0591 National Security and 

International Affairs (928) 

0.000020 
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APPENDIX F - EXTENDED SIMILARITY EXAMPLE 

Suppose two blocks of text - the first sentence of the Bernard et al. (2003) abstract 

and the highly similar Benoît, Mairal, Bach, and Ponce (2011) abstract. 

P= "We present a new approach for modeling multi-modal data sets, focusing on 

the specific case of segmented images with associated text." 

R= "Sparse coding, which is the decomposition of a vector using only a few basis 

elements, is widely used in machine learning and image processing." 

First, pre-processing removes all special characters, capital letters, punctuations, 

and stop words and then tokenizes the string into words. Exact matching words are then 

removed, in this case the only exact match is 'image', so δ=1 and the strings become, 

P'= ['present', 'new', 'approach', 'modeling', 'multimodal', 'data', 'set', 'focusing', 

'specific', 'case', 'segmented', 'associated', 'text'] 

R'= ['sparse', 'coding', 'decomposition', 'vector', 'using', 'few', 'basis', 'element', 

'widely', 'used', 'machine', 'learning', 'processing'] 

The similarity matrix M is created, with the similarity score between each of the 

remaining words, 
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'present' 'new' … 'text' 

'sparse' 0.161 0.038 … 0.028 

'coding' 0.016 0.038 … 0.000 

… … … … … 

processing' 0.159 0.022 … 0.017 
Figure 31 Example similarity matrix 

 

After the similarity matrix is created, the maximum value is found, and the 

associated column and row removed. This process is repeated until the maximum 

similarity is zero or there are now more cells so evaluate. The first maximum would be 

'focusing' and 'using' with similarity of 0.419, making ρ=[0.419], then that column and 

row are removed.  

After cycling over the matrix we have the following, 

 

Equation 19 Example syntactic similarity calculation 
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APPENDIX H - SIMILARITY REGRESSION RESULTS 

Table 17 Bernard et al. (2003) regression results 

Model Estimated βc βc Pvalue βd(t) βd(t) Pvalue R
2 

p(F-stat) DF 

F(Constant, Dummy-8) 0.213 0.000 0.002 0.699 0.000 0.699 20 

F(Constant, Dummy-7) 0.215 0.000 0.000 0.930 0.001 0.930 20 

F(Constant, Dummy-6) 0.215 0.000 0.000 0.886 0.001 0.886 20 

F(Constant, Dummy-5) 0.214 0.000 0.000 0.894 0.008 0.894 20 

F(Constant, Dummy-4) 0.214 0.000 0.001 0.655 0.010 0.655 20 

F(Constant, Dummy-3) 0.213 0.000 0.003 0.211 0.040 0.211 20 

F(Constant, Dummy-2) 0.213 0.000 0.002 0.326 0.048 0.326 20 

F(Constant, Dummy-1) 0.213 0.000 0.003 0.206 0.077 0.206 20 

F(Constant, Dummy0) 0.213 0.000 0.003 0.161 0.079 0.161 20 

F(Constant, Dummy1) 0.212 0.000 0.005 0.017 0.096 0.017 20 

F(Constant, Dummy2) 0.213 0.000 0.004 0.105 0.126 0.105 20 

F(Constant, Dummy3) 0.213 0.000 0.004 0.067 0.139 0.067 20 

F(Constant, Dummy4) 0.213 0.000 0.005 0.026 0.158 0.026 20 

F(Constant, Dummy5) 0.213 0.000 0.006 0.012 0.193 0.012 20 

F(Constant, Dummy6) 0.213 0.000 0.006 0.006 0.224 0.006 20 

F(Constant, Dummy7) 0.213 0.000 0.007 0.002 0.252 0.002 20 

F(Constant, Dummy8) 0.213 0.000 0.007 0.009 0.278 0.009 20 

F(Constant, Dummy9) 0.214 0.000 0.006 0.041 0.293 0.041 20 

F(Constant, Dummy10) 0.214 0.000 0.007 0.087 0.320 0.087 20 

F(Constant, Dummy11) 0.214 0.000 0.005 0.373 0.380 0.373 20 

Notes: βc and βd(t)are the coefficients for the constant and year dummy variables respectively. 

R
2
 is the r-squared value and DF is degrees of freedom. * designates coefficient significant at the 

10% confidence level. 
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Table 18 Biotech regression results, mean estimates across patents 

Model Estimated βc βc 

Pvalue 

βd(t) βd(t) 

Pvalue 

R
2 

p(F-stat) DF 

F(Constant, Dummy-6) 0.156* 0.000 0.0040* 0.059 0.0000 0.059 30 

F(Constant, Dummy-5) 0.158* 0.000 0.0044 0.135 0.0000 0.135 30 

F(Constant, Dummy-4) 0.157* 0.000 0.0047 0.133 0.0000 0.133 30 

F(Constant, Dummy-3) 0.157* 0.000 0.0046 0.106 0.0000 0.106 30 

F(Constant, Dummy-2) 0.158* 0.000 0.0044 0.101 0.0001 0.101 30 

F(Constant, Dummy-1) 0.158* 0.000 0.0043* 0.096 0.0001 0.096 30 

F(Constant, Dummy0) 0.158* 0.000 0.0044* 0.084 0.0001 0.084 30 

F(Constant, Dummy1) 0.158* 0.000 0.0044* 0.083 0.0001 0.083 30 

F(Constant, Dummy2) 0.158* 0.000 0.0044* 0.090 0.0001 0.090 30 

F(Constant, Dummy3) 0.158* 0.000 0.0041* 0.093 0.0001 0.093 30 

F(Constant, Dummy4) 0.159* 0.000 0.0036 0.124 0.0001 0.124 30 

F(Constant, Dummy5) 0.159* 0.000 0.0033 0.141 0.0001 0.141 30 

F(Constant, Dummy6) 0.159* 0.000 0.0031 0.146 0.0001 0.146 30 

F(Constant, Dummy7) 0.159* 0.000 0.0031 0.163 0.0002 0.163 30 

F(Constant, Dummy8) 0.159* 0.000 0.0030 0.167 0.0002 0.167 30 

F(Constant, Dummy9) 0.159* 0.000 0.0031 0.177 0.0002 0.177 30 

F(Constant, Dummy10) 0.160* 0.000 0.0032 0.190 0.0002 0.190 30 

F(Constant, Dummy11) 0.160* 0.000 0.0029 0.219 0.0003 0.219 30 

F(Constant, Dummy12) 0.160* 0.000 0.0024 0.219 0.0003 0.219 30 

F(Constant, Dummy13) 0.160* 0.000 0.0018 0.257 0.0003 0.257 30 

F(Constant, Dummy14) 0.160* 0.000 0.0011 0.322 0.0003 0.322 30 

F(Constant, Dummy15) 0.160* 0.000 0.0004 0.307 0.0003 0.307 30 

F(Constant, Dummy16) 0.161* 0.000 0.0025 0.310 0.0004 0.310 30 

F(Constant, Dummy17) 0.159* 0.000 -0.0019 0.269 0.0004 0.269 30 

F(Constant, Dummy18) 0.159* 0.000 -0.0027 0.300 0.0004 0.300 30 

Notes: βc and βd(t)are the mean coefficients for the constant and year dummy variables 

respectively across all biotechnology patents. R
2
 is the mean r-squared value and DF is mean 

degrees of freedom across all biotechnology patents. * designates coefficient significant at the 

10% confidence level. 
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Table 19 AI regression results, mean estimates across patents 

Model Estimated βc βc 

Pvalue 

βd(t) βd(t) 

Pvalue 

R
2 

p(F-stat) DF 

F(Constant, Dummy-6) 0.190 0.000 -0.0115 0.088 0.0000 0.088 20 

F(Constant, Dummy-5) 0.183 0.000 -0.0114 0.075 0.0000 0.075 20 

F(Constant, Dummy-4) 0.182 0.000 -0.0100 0.079 0.0000 0.079 20 

F(Constant, Dummy-3) 0.181 0.000 -0.0095 0.110 0.0000 0.110 20 

F(Constant, Dummy-2) 0.180 0.000 -0.0081 0.132 0.0000 0.132 20 

F(Constant, Dummy-1) 0.178 0.000 -0.0065 0.185 0.0001 0.185 20 

F(Constant, Dummy0) 0.176 0.000 -0.0046 0.279 0.0001 0.279 20 

F(Constant, Dummy1) 0.175 0.000 -0.0031 0.370 0.0001 0.370 20 

F(Constant, Dummy2) 0.174 0.000 -0.0020 0.434 0.0001 0.434 20 

F(Constant, Dummy3) 0.174 0.000 -0.0012 0.480 0.0001 0.480 20 

F(Constant, Dummy4) 0.174 0.000 -0.0011 0.511 0.0001 0.511 20 

F(Constant, Dummy5) 0.173 0.000 -0.0008 0.518 0.0001 0.518 20 

F(Constant, Dummy6) 0.173 0.000 -0.0002 0.531 0.0001 0.531 20 

F(Constant, Dummy7) 0.173 0.000 0.0004 0.486 0.0002 0.486 20 

F(Constant, Dummy8) 0.173 0.000 0.0014 0.486 0.0002 0.486 20 

F(Constant, Dummy9) 0.172 0.000 0.0022 0.446 0.0002 0.446 20 

F(Constant, Dummy10) 0.172 0.000 0.0029 0.420 0.0002 0.420 20 

F(Constant, Dummy11) 0.172 0.000 0.0032 0.414 0.0002 0.414 20 

F(Constant, Dummy12) 0.173 0.000 0.0034 0.437 0.0002 0.437 20 

F(Constant, Dummy13) 0.173 0.000 0.0034 0.473 0.0002 0.473 20 

F(Constant, Dummy14) 0.171 0.000 0.0035 0.519 0.0002 0.519 20 

F(Constant, Dummy15) 0.173 0.000 0.0039 0.512 0.0002 0.512 20 

F(Constant, Dummy16) 0.172 0.000 0.0064 0.416 0.0002 0.416 20 

F(Constant, Dummy17) 0.190 0.000 -0.0115 0.088 0.0000 0.088 20 

F(Constant, Dummy18) 0.183 0.000 -0.0114 0.075 0.0000 0.075 20 

Notes: βc and βd(t)are the mean coefficients for the constant and year dummy variables 

respectively across all biotechnology patents. R
2
 is the mean r-squared value and DF is mean 

degrees of freedom across all biotechnology patents. * designates coefficient significant at the 

10% confidence level. 
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